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FOREWORD

This is the thirteenthquarterly report on the Advanced Plutonium
Fuels Program at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory.
Studies on Fast Reactor KfetailicFuels, formerly reported as Pro.
ject 461 in this series of documents, have been discontinuedexcept for
phase-out effort. Any results from the final work wil1 be described
under Project 467, a new work category covering all

irradiation experi-

ments [chieflythose concernedwith (U,PU)C fuels].
Most of the investigationsdiscussed here are of the continuing
type. Results and conclusions described may therefore be changed or
augmented as the work continues. Published reference to results cited
in this report should not be made without obtaining explicit permission
to do so from the person in charge of the work.
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INTRODUCTION
This project is directed toward the examination and

comparison of the effects of neutron irradiation on
LMFBR Program fuel materials.

Unirradiated and ir-

radiated materials will be examined as requested by the
Fuels and Materials Branch of DRDT.

Capabilities are

established for providing conventional pre-irradiation
and post -irradiation

examinations.

Additional capabili-

ties include less conventional properties measurements
which are needed to provide a sound basis for steadystate operation of fast reactor fuel elements,

and for

safety analysis under transient condfti ons.

fied and mechanized for hot cell manipulators will continue to be applied to the characterization

of irradiated

fuels.

and emission

spectrographic

facilities wif.1he used in macro and micro

examinations of various fuels and clads.

In addition, new

capabilities will be developed with emphasis on gamma
scanning and analyses to assess spatial distribution of
fuel and fission prcducts.

LMFBR fuel materials are now being determined by Contractor in an associated project (ident. no. 07463).
Equipment designs and interpretive experience gained in
this project are being extended to provide unique capabil-

determination,

melting point

high temperature dilatometry,

and high

temperature heat content and heat of fusion for use on irradiated materials.

A.

Inert Atmosphere Systems
(C. E. Frantz, J. M. Ledbetter,
Velkinburg)

R. F.

System for Metallogr aphy Cells
A recirculating

Ar purification system was instal-

led to provide high purity atmosphere for the two alpha
boxes (where metallographic

specimens are prepared) and

the blister (where the metallograph is located).

This

work included installation of the plumbing, wiring, absolute filters,

pressure control system,

manifold system

and 02, and connections for the Ar purge system.

Special

seals were made around the metallograph in the blister
to provide this area with three options:

recirculating

Ar

when the alpha seal window is in place; single pass Ar
without the alpha seal window; and regular room air without the alpha seal window.
Difficulty with the second set of solenoid control
valves has required that tbe purification system be shut
down until a more reliable type is procured and installed.

High temperature properties of unirradiated

ities such as differential thermal analysis,

EQUIPMENT DEVELOPMENT

for Ar-H2 regenerant gas, sampling system for moisture

Analytical chemistry methods that have been modi-

The shielded electron microprobe

II.

During this period a single pass Ar supply is being used.
Ihitial, short-duration tests with the purifier indicated that it is possible to attain atmospheres with
<50 ppm 02 and< 20 ppm H20.
System for Disassembly

Box

The absorbent chemicals in the purifier for the
disassembly

box were replaced when it was apparent that

they could not be regenerated.

It is suspected that the

absorbents were pcisoned by oil from the pressure relief

in series and spaoed 1/4 in. apart.

safety device.

which are 10 in. long and slightly larger in diameter than

recurrence

This device has heen replaced to obviate

of this problem.

the inside diameter of the neoprene washers,

Performance tests on this system will be continued
in the near future.

Plastio containers,

It was necessary to use a single pass

Ar atmosphere in the disassembly

box to maintain the

intrcduce supplies to the box.

are used ta

These containers serve as

not only the carrier but also as the seal plug within the
washers.

A means has been provided for ffllfng the con-

schedule set for preparing the tube burst test specimens

tainers with Ar prior to being passed into the box, thus

for 13NWL.

minimizing the introduction of 02 and H20 impurities.

Installation of High Pressure Tank S@.em

Bag-out Port:

A design was atsrt,ed to provide a high pressure Ar

was provided with a conventional bag-out port system and

The blister,

removable shield. This device permits the rapid removal

Cell Facility.

of alpha and beta-gamma autoradiographs,

purging, as a back-up for the two recirculating

systems,

replicas,

other samples having a low radiation level.

and

The radiation

and as a single pass system when it was suspected that

from the samples is first surveyed through the port hole

fumes from chemical etchants or solvents might be dele-

before removing the samples.

terious to chemical absorixmts.

Intercell Transfer SVstems:

B. ‘

In-Cell Equipment
(J. H. Bender, G. R. Brewer, D. B. Court, E. L.
Ekberg, F. J. Fitzgibbon, C. E. Frsntz, D. D.
Jeffries, M. E. Lazarus, J. M. Ledbetter, C. D.
Montgomery, T. Romanik, T. J. Romero, A. E.
Tafoya, J. R. Truji.llo, R. F. Velkinbwg,
L. A. Waldschmidt)

two metallographic cells and between these cells and the

The majority of effort during this quarter was

boxes.

blister,

For transfers between the

a newly designed system was installed.

This

system employs large vacuum-tight valves for isolating
the three boxes for inert atmosphere control.

Motorized

conveyors are used for movement of material between
The system is also equipped with controls and

directed toward completing the new metallography facili-

safety interlocks.

ty. Inaddition
to installing
thecapability
for an inert

Grinding-Polishing

atmosphere,

grinder-polisher

many other improvements have been added

Equipment:

A modified Unipol

is the bssio component of this system.

which should lead to the preparation and examination of

Custom designed hold-down clamps, with adjustable load-

specimens at an increased rate.

ing force,

Hot operations were

Some of the specialized equipment which has been

401-1).

In addition to the transfer

system (see Figure

There are three of these units in each of the two

metal.lographic preparation boxes.

installed in the new boxes is listed below.
Material Transfer Systems:

are incorporated along with special fluid de-

livery lines and an effluent collector

begun on September 25.

Two Syntron vibratory

polishers are installed in the polishing box (see Figure

systems employing the 7-in. and 18-in.diam ports,

401-2).

other systems were devised and installed which also do

the alpha box for maintenance or modification utilizing

not violate the “alpha seal” principle.

the master-slave

Improvements

This equipment can be removed remotely from

manipulators,

a small overhead mono-

were made in the transfer methods between the metsUo-

rail hoist within the alpha box, and the 18-in. transfer

graphic cells and blister.

system.

Sphincter Pass-Throughs:

These pass -throughs per-

Specimen Loading-Unloading Fixture:

A tool has been

mit the transfer of cold material into the box from the

designed, fabricated,

operating area, and the discharge of emp~ containers

unloading the metallography specimens from the three

and other materials with low beta-gamma contamination

multiple-hole (4, 5 and 6) specimen holders used in grind-

levels into a plastic bag located in the basement.

ing and polishing (see Figure 401 +).

The

sealing mechanisms rely on 12 tapered neoprene washers
6

?

housing the metallograph,

supply l.Iyinstalling a tank-trailer adjacent to the Hot
Argon from this mmrce would be used for

.

,

tested and is in use for loading and

This fixture is

readily operable using the manipulators and can either be

*

.“i
—

Fig. 401-3.
Loading-Unloading
Fix&e for Metallographic Specimens.
set aside in the alpha box when not in use or removed
from the box for maintenance using the 18-in. transfer
system.

Special components to accommodate the hole

configurations of the holders are filed on wall racks within the box.
Camera System for Macro -Photo~aphy:
Fig. 401-1. View of UnipolMachines and Other Equipment in Metallographic
Preparation(Grinding)
Box.

A SpeCid

camera system was designed and built incorporating a
through-the-shield-wti
reflector,

camera,

specimen positioner,

Pb shield, viewing port,
strobe light and an opti-

cal data block method for identification of negatives.
This system is in use to provide high resolution photographs of metallographic

specimens still in the multiple-

specimen holders.
Other Equipment:

A device has been built to compact

into one-gallon cans the cell waste materials,
grinding-polishing

cloths and paprs.

such as

The purpose of the

compactor system is to decrease” the number of time-consuming transfer and bagging operations on waste material
from the meta.llographic cells.
Equipment for vacuum mounting of meta.llographic

.

specimens was re-installed

and found to be operationally

acceptable.
a

Equipment for the “demounti@

of specimens from

epoxy using the hot oil technique was also provided in the
.

new boxes.
A device for the remote encapsulation in an inert
Fig. 401-2. View of Unipol and Syntron Units in
Metallographic Preparation (Polishing) Box.

atmosphere of fuel segments (or other material) which are

7

intended for shipment or long-term
stalled and successfully
Figure 401-4,

used.

storage has been in-

The device,

as shown in

relies on mechanically crimping a pre-

insert which can he designed to accommodate a variety of
element types.
401-5.
On September 30, the cask was shipped to BNWL

formed and “tinned” stainless steel tube arcund a “tinned!!
oap.

A resistance

heating element is then used to melt

A view of the cask is shown in Figure

withthe tube burst test specimens and other fuel element

the Aladdin 450 soft silver solder to effect a vacuum-

components.

tight seal.

over the next few months.

This equipment has been used in preparing

Seven other shipments have been scheduled

35 closures thus far.

Fig. 401-5.
Fig. 401-4.
c.

Remote Encapsulator.

m.

Cask for Shipping Eradfated Fuel Elements.

ShippingCask
(C. D. Montgomery, J. W. Schulte,A. E. Tafoya)

DP
(D.
G.
T.

WEST FACILITY
B. court, F. J. Fitzgibbcn, C. D. Montgomery,
H. Mottaz, M. E. Lazarus, J. R. Phillips,
Romanik)

The approved cask, designated as DOT SP-5885,

Building modifications

and equipment design, fab-

was received on September 12, 1969. Results of an in60
Co source, indicated that
tegrity test, using an 1800 Ci

working complex of hot cells which will complement the

no serious voids existed.

Wing 9 cellsand permit a higherthrough-putoffastre-

The cask has a cavity 6 in. diam by 42 in. long.

rication and procurement are in progress to provide a

actor fuel elements.

It is expected that the equipment

It has sufficient shielding (6.5 in. of depleted U) to ac-

necessary

commodate 19 fuel elements,

will be operational on July 1, 1970.

each containing 150 g fisstle

material (80% U and 20% Pu), which have been irradiated
to 100,000 MWD/T burnup and cooled for 30 days.

The

cssk weighs 12,200 lb and is equipped with a removable

8

to attain a rate of 150 fuel elements per year

These cells are being equipped ta accommodate
various measurements of physical size, weight, temperature, contamination,

and gross radiation.

In addition,

.

*

precision analytical equipment is in design and fabrication

metrically reduced at a Hg electrcde to U(fV) following a

to provide detailed gamma scan, detailed prcfflometry,

preliminary reduction of more -asily

photography, determination of void volume, and removal

The current for the coulometric

of capsule cladding and Na.

Pu(IV) at a Pt electrode was integrated in determining Pu.

Building Modifications

reduced impurities.

oxidation of Pu(IIl) to

The method was unbiased if the equipment was

Work scope and criteria drawings have been reviewed and submitted to the AEC for approval.

calibrated using a chemical standard, but a small positive

Thfs

bias of 0.4 relative percent existed if electrical

calibra-

work includes minimal building changes to provide for

tion was used.

unloading shipping casks (up to 25 tons) and transferring

percent for titrations of U fn tbe presence of Pu using the

them into the cell corridor.

titration cells modified for remote operation. Minor vari-

Holes in the wall, floor,

and

This bias increased to 0.3 to 0.4 relative

ceiling will have to be provided to accommodate gamma

ations in the cell design, changes in titration potentials,

scanning, profilometry,

and better control of potential while the sample was loaded

transfers,

storage,

and peri-

Scopes.

into the titration cell were unsuccessful

Gamma %mni~

bias.

A gamma scan shield has been fabricated using
lead of low antimony and low activity content.

The vert-

ical transport and handling mechanism to accommodate
fuel elements up to 61 in. long is being designed.
The Ge-Li detector has been delivered and checked
out. Data processing

and storage items are on order.

Encoder systems wffl be ordered as soon as the basic
design is approved.
Profilometrv

sensor has

The pin trans-

port mechanism is in initial design stages.

When design

an encoder system wifl be ordered to pro-

vide precise positioning information.

This electro-opti-

is expected to provide much greater de-

tailed information of anomalies observed on pins and
capsules.
rv.

connection to the Hg electrode are

Shielded Electron Micromobe
(W. V. Cummings, D. B. Court, and C. D.
Montgomery)
Detailed examination of areas aa small as 0.5 p
indiametertodeterminethechemicatcompositionsof
variousfeaturesinirradiated
reactorfuelsand cladding

termining the chemical behavior of the fuel element components.

Following the recent installation and testing of

a MAC shielded electron microprobe,

a program of ex-

aminations was started to afd in the evaluation cf fuels.
Goals of this program include investigations of (a) fission
product distributions and migrations,
of fuel components,

(c) fuel-cladding

(b) redistribution
interactions,

fission product precipitates and inclusions,

METHODS OF ANALYSIS

Controlled-potential

coulometric equipment for ti-

tion of irradiated mixed oxide or carbide fuels, was
modified for remote operation and tested in-cell by reThe

(1 u) was O.0’7to 0.08 for a single de-

termination of U or Pu.

(e) reactions

cladding, (f) unusual features found metallcgrapbica!.ly

trating U and Pu, as part of the chemical characteriza-

peated analyses of known amounts of each metal.

(d)

of fission product elements with the fuel and with the

Measurement of U and Pu
(J. W. Dahlby)

relative precision

tion of the electrical
being tried.

Information from these examinations is essential in de-

been ordered for the new profilometer.

cal profilometer

Changes in electrolyte composition and in the posi-

is a capability unique to the shielded electron microprobe.
System

A Physitech Corporation electro-cptical

is completed,

in reducing the

In the measurement of U, the

titration current was integrated as U(VI) was coulo-

by other techniques,

or

such as gamma scanrdng, and (g)

variations in burnup relative to position.

Selection of

samples to be examined will be based upon metallography,
gamma scanning, or other test results showing features
in the sample that should provide desired information
about fuel element behavfor.
Proper functioning of the electron microprobe

and

associated equipment was demonstrated in the initial

9

temtfng and in the recently completed examinations of

and ME-21 (representing fuel elements PNL-X-1,

samples from an irradiated EBR-11 driver fuel element.

metallography,

The initial samples selected for the program of examina-

U, Pu, and O analyses,

tions are being prepared for analysis.

measurements,

To be of most value,

cutting and destructive sampling of the fuel element.

Work is in progress

and easily maintained.

A

system of this type is being assembled ta complement
the more complex capability for detaued gamma scanslit, and lithium-

of the detailed gamma scan-

ner will be used to obtain accurata resolution of scan
position and reliable results.
amplifier,

Argonne National Laboratou

ma energies atxwe a preset background or noise level, a
and a printer or an x-y recorder.

The

electronic components provide signals to advance the
scanning mechanism a preset distance and stop it for recording of data at each point.
system is fn progress.

Installation of this simple

It is not anticipated that the

gross gamma scanner wilI interfere significantly with
scheduled work for the complex system for detailed gamma scanning.
v.

EXAMINATION OF UNIRRADIATED FUELS
(J. A. Leary, M. W. Shupe, E. A. Hakkfla,
R. T. Phelps, G. R. Waterbury, K. A. Johnson)
United Nuclear Corp. Oxides
The following tests and analyses were performed

on pellets from UNC mixeckxide

fuel batches, UN-OX-

14, -18, and -19; metallography,

alpha-autorsdiography,

spectrochemical,
microprobe,

U, Pu, and O analyses,

weights, dimensions,

me rsion densities,

electron

mechanical and im -

and powder x-ray diffraction.

These results have been reported in full.
Battelle Northwest Laboratory
The following tests and analyses were performed
on pellets from BNWL mjxed-oxide fuel batches ME-2 O

(Idaho)

The foUowfng tests and analyses were performed
on samples from ANL prcduced EBR-11 driver fuel and
on AGN produced EBR-11 driver fuel; x-ray texture,
spectrochemical,
microprobe,

U, Mo “and Zr analyses,

hot hardness,

metallography,

hardness,

electron

differential thermal analyses,
beta-x-radiography,

im -

mersion density, and thermal expsmsion.

Other components are an

sf.ngle channel analyzer set ta accept all gam-

scaler timer,

on the metallography and

S-6 and X-6.

A

simple system is advantageous for this purpose because

drifted germanium-detector

mechanical and immersion densities and

electron microprobe analyses of mixed carbide samples

the results must be obtained quickly to prevent delays in

The scanning mechanism,

weights,

Westinghouse Advanced Reactor Division

locating anomalies and areaa of interest for further analy-

ning.

electron microprobe,

The final report on these results is in process.

An important use of gross gamma scanning is in

it generally is fast, relfable,

spectrochemfcal,

.

powder x-ray diffraction.

Gross Gamma Scanning
(J.Phfflips
and J. Deal)

ses in irradiated fuel elements.

alpha+utoradfography,

-3, -4);

These results were reported in weekly reports to
DRDT.
VI.

REQUESTS FROM DRDT

A.

Examination of Irradiated Material
(D. M. Helm (K-l), K. A. Johnson, J. W. Schulte,
G. R. Waterbury)
BatteUe Northwest Labcratorv Pfns
From pins PNL-X-1,

3, 4, 6 and 7 and PNL-1-16,

-18, the following types of samples were removed (in an
inert atmosphere) from each pim
1.

Tube Burst Test*

- 5

2.

Metallography

- 4

3.

BurnuP

-1

4.

Depleted U02

-2

5.

Ni Reflectors

-1

6.

Miscellaneous

Hardware

*These samples were also packaged in an inert
atmosphere in Swagelok fittings provided by
BNWL persomel.
Most af the above items were shipped to BNWL on
September 29.
Metallographic preparation of one sample from
each of the seven pins referenced above was started on
September 25.

6

Examination of EBR-11 Driver Fuel Elements
Containing AGN Fuel
The types of examinations conducted on five fuel

4.

capaules (W-1-G,

Results of these exami-

nations were provided to DRDT in Weekly Reports.
1.

Nondestructive Tests on Fuel Elements:

Element 2249 from batch 100 was radiographed.
determinations made were length, diameter,

5.

LASL, was disassembled

and eddy

in an inert atmosphere for

PAPERS PRESENTED

1.

“X-Ray Fluorescence Spectrometric Determination of Plutonium and Zirconium in Uranium Base
Alloys, !! R. G. Hurley, E. A. Hakkiia, and
G. R. Waterbury, 13th Conference on Analytical
Chemistry in Nuclear Technolo~,
September 30
to October 2, 1969, Gatlinburg, Tennessee.

~ge~

samples from unirradiated
fuelpins 1136 and 3481, and
of U, Mo, Ru, and Pd in irradiated
fuelpin 1682 were demethods.

An experiment-

m.

Concentrations of U, Mo, Ru, Rh, Pd, Fe, and Nb in

termined by spectrophotometric

LASL OWREX Experiment

examination of a suspected weld joint.
Other

Chemical Analvses of Fuel Elements:

W-3-G) were gamma scanned

al capsule, irradiated in the Omega West Reactor at

current tests for Na level and voids.
2.

W-24,

AU three WARD

and the results are being studied.

elements (two irradiated and three unirradiated) received
from ANL are mentioned here.

Westinghouse Capsules:

Determinations

were made on solutions
preparedby dissolving0.1 to
1.O-g samples takenfrom thetop,middle,and bottom of

2.

!!
X-Ray SpsctrometricDeterm inStionof Rh~um
and Palladiumin Uranium Base ‘Fissium’Alloys,”
E. A. Hakldla,R. G. Hurley, and G. R. Waterku.ry,
13th Conference on Analytical Chemistry in Nuclear Technology, September 30 to October 2,
1969, Gathburg,
Tennessee.

each pin. Emission spectrographic
analysesforimpurities were made on samples taken from the top and bottom
halves of the fuel pins, and 02 was determined by an
inert-gas
-fusionmethod in samples from thetopand
bottom of pin 3481.

Three metallographically

polished

sections each from pins 1136 and 1682 were examined
with a shielded and an unshielded electron microprobe.
Concentrations of metallic impurities in Na

&@igg

taken from the top portion of fuel elements 1136 (unirrad. ) and 1662 (irrad. ) were determined by a semiquantitative emission spectrographic
3.

method.

Atomics International Fuel and Flux MonitorSpecific examinations were made
ing Wires:

on samplea selected from 4 flux monitoring wires and
from 120 UC pellets doped with W from EXP-NRX-9-101
Irradiation Experiment.

Gamma scans were completed

on the four flux monitor wires,

and seven 0.25 -in.

sections from each of the two Al-Co wires were analyzed
radiochemically

to meaaure the absolute specific activity

of each section.
Seven of the UC pellets were examined metallographically,

and replicas were prepared for evaluation

by Atomics International.

Four of the pellets were ship-

ped to Idaho Nuclear Corporation for burnup analyses.
All four monitoring wires have been gamma scanned, and the data are being evaluated.
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PROJECT 462

SODIUM TECHNOLOGY
Person in Charge:
D. B. Hall
Principal Investigator: J. C. Biery

1.

INTIMDUCTION
For the successful operation of high tempera-

4.

Study of Sodium Leaks

5.

Development of Remotely Operated Distillation Sampler for EBR-11

ture sodium systems contemplatedfor use in fast,
central station reactor concepts, impurities in the

II. STUDY AND DESIGN OF PRECIPITATIONDEVICES

sodium must be monitored and controlled. Nonradio-

A.

Analysis of Dynamic Cold Trap Performance
(C. C. McPheeters, J. C. Biery, W. w. Schertz,
D. N. Rodgers, R. Martinez)

1.

General

active impuritiessuch as oxygen must be maintained
at low concentration levels to limit corrosion processes. To control the levels of these impurities,

In sodium coolant systems for future LMFBR’s

a knowledge of their behavior and interactionsin

it will

sodium must be developed.
The sodium technologyprogram at LASL has
projects directed toward acquiring information about
and designing

equipment for

the control

and moni-

be necessary

and control
cold

to use cold

traps for removal

of oxygen and other contaminants.

traps should be designed

the impurity

loads and to maintain

level

These

to handle adequately
the impurity con-

toring of impuritieswith precipitationprocesses.

centration

below some specified

Also, equipment is being designed to sample sodium

For economic reasons, cold traps must be the

upper limit.

cover gas at operating temperatureswith a quadru-

smallest and simplest designs which can meet the

ple mass spectrometer. The current LASL projects

above requirements.

are summarized below.
A.

Study and Design of PrecipitationDevices
1.

Analysis of Dynamic Cold Trap Performance

2.

Study of Plugging Meter Kinetics

Knowledge of the mechanism of impurity deposition in cold traps is necessary to reach the optimum design for a given sodium coolant system. The
rate of mass transfer of impurity species to cold
trap surfaces must be measured and the effect of

B.

Sampling and Analysis
1.

2.

Development of a High Temperature Quadruple Mass Spectrometer for Cover Gas
Analysis
Total Carbon Analysis Development

The following projects are being phased out because
of funding reduction and will be reported here as
the final data are generated and analyzed.

various flow patterns, surface conditions, and temperature on the mass transfer rates must be determined. The purpose of this study is to determine
the effect of the above variables on the mass transfer coefficient for removal of oxygen fran sodium
systems. Knowledge of the mechanisms involved and
the mass transfer coefficientswill allow calculation of the rate of oxygen removal and the location

c.

Phaseout Programs
1.

Study of Carbon Transport in Thermal Convection Loop

2.

Study of Gas Diffusion Through Metals

3.
12

Study of Soluble Getters in Sodium

of deposited oxides in the cold trap for any given
system size and cold trap geometry. Proposed cold
trap designs could be evaluated in terms of total
oxide capacity and expected system cleanup rates.

Cold trap tests are being conducted with a 60-

area to increase as the amount of oxide precipitated

gal sodium system which has analytical capabilities

on the mesh increases. As the oxide precipitates

including a vacuum distillation sampler, a plugging

on the wire mesh, the effective wire diameter in-

indicator, and two UNC oxygen meters. The cold

creases which in turn increases the precipitation

trap tests consist of measurement of the rates of

surface area.

change of oxygen concentrationin the system. Var-

b.

ious cold trapping conditions of temperature and

Design and Fabrication of the High Reynold’s
Number Cold Trap Loop
All work on designing a High Reynoldls Number

flow rates are tested to determine the effect of
these variables on the oxygen removal rates. When

Cold Trap Loop has been terminated due to loss of

the rate of change of oxygen concentration,the

funds. Parts that were fabricated but were not

cold trap temperaturesand the deposition surface

suitable for other uses have been salvaged.

area is known an overall mass transfer coefficient

c.

can be calculated.
2.

Current Results

a.

Operations of Cold Trap Loop with a Packed Trap
Due to the presence of impurities other than

oxygen in the cold trap test loop, an auxiliary
cold trap was installed to clean up the system.
The auxiliary cold trap was operated for five days
at a minimum temperatureof -115”C. After the five
days of operation, no plug could be formed on the
plugging indicator even when it was held at 10S”C
for extended periods of time.
Oxygen was added to the system in the form of
pure gas at the distillation sampling port. A
total amount, equivalent to 45.3 ppm in the total
sodium volume, was added; however, only enough oxygen was found in solution to maintain the saturation
temperatureat 235°C (24 ppm). The missing 20 ppm

LASL personnel visited Liquid Metals Engineering Center (LMEC) and Atomics Internationalon
July

A series of cold trapping runs was started in
which the minimum cold trap temperatureswere 200”C
in the precipitationruns and 230”C in the dissolution runs. Flow rates of 1.0, 0.75, 0.5, 0.25 and
0.1 gpm were selected for this series. These runs
were made with Cold Trap No. 3 which is a packed
cold trap. The packing was 0.004-in. diam wire
mesh which was wound around the NaK-cooled insert
in the annular sodium flow channel. All of the rons
except those at 0.1 gpm have been completed. However, the mass transfer coefficient calculations
have not been made as yet.
For the data analysis the cold trap simulation
computer code will have to be modified to accommodate the packed trap condition. Not only must the
cold trap area be modified, but a mechanism must be

23 G 24, 1969, to obtain detailed information

on the design and performance of Sodium Reactor
Experiment (SRE) and Hallam Nuclear Power Facility
(HNPF) cold traps. Data on the SRE cold traps were
obtained from Mr. Robert Hinze. These data pertain
to Atomics InternationalReport No. NAA-SR-3638 and
serve as a detailed backup to that report. Additional data were obtained from J. Nicholson on a
modified SRE cold trap design. These data were
taken over a period of three months in 1966 and include cold trap temperature, flow rate, inlet plugging temperature,bulk sodium temperature and some
indication of oxide distribution in the cold trap.
Atomics InternationalReport No. NAA-SR-5348 (Rev.)
contains a description of the system and cold traps.

were probably gettered by the stainless steel walls.
The operating temperatureof the system was 31O”C.

Acquisition of Cold Trap Data from the Liquid
Metals Engineering Center

Mr. Roman Cygan provided detailed information
relating to evaluation of HNPF cold traps done by
MSA Research. The informationconsisted of copies
of the daily log and data sheets recorded by MSA
Research in conjunctionwith the HNPF cold trap
evaluation study. The semimonthly progress reports
written by MSA Research covering this work located
in the Liquid Metals Information Center. Pertinent
parts of these reports were copied in order to help
locate useful data in the daily log.
d.

Analysis of Data from EBR-11 and LMEC
In order to reduce the data on EBR-11, SRE,

and Hallam cold traps so that the performance of
the different traps could be compared, mass transfer coefficientswere calculated for the cold traps
based on the isothermal cold trap model. Unfortunately, the mass transfer coefficients calculated
thus far from the EBR-11, SRE, and Hallam data with

provided in the code to allow the amount of surface
13

this approach do not give a good indication
particular
B.

1

cold trap’s

of a

Removable Orifice Plugging Indicator Side LooP:

performance.

The removable orifice meter is not es yet installed. Maximum flow rate will be 1.4 gpm.

Study of Plugging Indicator Kinetics
TJ. C. Biery, D. N. Rodgers, W. W. Schertz,
J. L. Bacastow)
General

Special Equipment:
A solids charging mechanism is fitted to PIL-1.
a.

Impurities in PIL-I After Startup
Since startup, the loop has been operated iso-

Plugging meters have been used on sodium systems for many years. They are relatively simple to

thermally. The temperaturehas been raised in 2S”C

design, install, and operate; however, the meaning

increments to its present level of 3SO”C from 22S”C.

of the data obtained from these instrumentshas not

At each temperature of operation, samples have been

always been clear, and, as a result, the value of

taken to determine if the change in temperature has

the instrumenthas sometimes been questioned in the

any effect on impurity Ievels in a new loop. Also,

past. Previously reported LASL workl indicates,

a series of plugging meter runs were made after

however, that the plugging meter is a valuable

change in temperature.

instrumentand that it can be used with confidence.
The three areas of investigationindicatedbelow

The results

each

tion samples are recorded in Table 462-I. As the
operating temperaturewas increased, a decrease was
noted in the ‘Ippmoxygen~~which may possibly be due

use the meter.

to the slow in-loop decompositionof impurities

(b) Studies of orifice configurationsand
materials to improve nucleation and
dynamic characteristicsat low concentrations (-1 ppm or less range).

.

L.

other than Na20.
The oscillatingplugging indicator gave saturation temperaturesof 190”C * 2°C during the total
The semi-log

temperature escalation.
Rutkauskas volubility

curvel

linear

indicates

of 4.9 ppm of oxygen at 1900C.

a saturation

As indicated

in

(c] Development of a prototype plugging indicator system incorporatingthe research
results of (a] and [b).

Table 462-I,

Current Results

oxygen at 250”C then to 4.8 ppm at 300”C and 6.0,

The Plugging Indicator Loop (PIL-1), formerly

the average distillation

results

de-

creased from 10.2 ppm oxygen at 225°C to 9.1 ppm
6.8,

6.0 ppm oxygen for sample averages

at 3SO”C.

called Analytical Loop No. 2, was started up during

Thus, the second impurity appears to have nearly

the report period. The loop has the following phys-

disappeared at the 300”C and 350”C. The extra 4.2
ppm jro~genl!is equivalent to 0.53 ppm H as NsH.

icaI characteristics.
Expansion Tank:
2-ft diam; 3 ft high; 4S gal of sodium; helium
cover gas.

1

of the distilla-

are continuing in order to better understand and

(a) Characterizationof the plugging indicator’s dynamic behavior with type of
impurity.

,

b.

Stability of ElectromagneticFlowmeters on
PIL-1
Since installation

Mixing Side Loop:

plugging

5.8 gpm maximum flow; the return flow is
forced upward from the bottom into a core piece
designed for mixing.

meters have exhibited
suggested

meter side

of the flowmeters

in the

loop of PIL, the outputs
much noise

that the noise

and drift.

of the
It was

might be due to the thermo-

Cold Trap - DistillationSampler Side Loop:

couple effect

Maximumflow rate - 1.4 gpm. The valving
allows the sampler to remove samples from the
inlet or outlet of the cold trap.
Cold trap
volume - 1 gal.

leads are silver

where the Type 304 stainless

Since one junction projected into the airspace

soldered

steel

into the copper cable.

above the magnet of the flowmeter end the other was

Plugging Indicator Side Loop:

protected from the air currents, the exposed junc-

At present the standard LASL regenerativeplugging indicator is installed in a side loop of
PIL-1. Throttle valves and a bypass are available. Maximum flow rate - 1.4 gpm.

tion couId vary in temperaturewith air movements

Oxygen Meter Side Loop:

to cool the upper lead, an immediate change of -50S

Provision was made for the installationof two
UNC oxygen meters. These are as yet not installed. Maximum flow rate will be 1.4 gpm.

was noticed in the flowmeter output.

in the room while the other junction remained at a
constant temperature. When a wet tissue was used

.

C.

Table 462-1

.

,

Date

Loop Temp.
“c

ppm
Oxygen*

..

..

.

. ..

.

.

. .. .

Two importance aspects of the LASL plugging

Impurity Levels in PIL-1 Since Startup
Sample
No.

..-.

Kemovable Urltlce PIUgglIIg lncllcatorror PIL-L

Average
ppm
gx~

meter program will be the testing of various orifice configurationsand determining the type and
form the precipitate that deposits in the orifice.

7/3

1

225

11.4

7/9

2

22s

11.0

7/10

3

22s

8.5

7/11

4

225

10.0

7/17

s

250

11.7

7/18

6

250

9.5

7/22

7

250

9.2

7/24

8

250

6.2

7/30

9

300

6.6

Modifications to Plugging Indicator LOOP No. 2
(PIL-2),Formerly Called Cold Trap Loop (CTL)

7/31

10

300

4.8

The Cold Trap Loop is to be used exclusively

8/1

11

300

5.2

8/5

12

300

4.1

series of cold trap runs are completed. The loop

8/6

13

300

3.5

will be used to study multi-impurity (mainly oxygen

8/7

14

300

4.1

and hydrogen) interactionsand behavior on plugging

8/8

1s

300

6.5

8/12

16

350

7.1

the two impurities from their dynamic behavior will

8/13

17

350

6.5

be developed with the use of this loop. The loop

8/14

18

3s0

7.5

has the following physical characteristics.

8/18

19

350

8.8

8/20

20

350

7.6

8/22

21

350

3.3

Flow Rate:

9/3

22

350

4.8

Up to 2 gpm

9/10

23

350

6.7

9/17

24

350

6.0

9/24

2s

350

6.5

To obtain these types of data, a removable-orifice
10.2

plugging meter has been designed and will b? installed on one of the side loops on PIL-I. At
present, the parts for the removable orifice plugging indicator have been completed and are ready

9.1

for assembly. The side loop for the plugging indicator has been designed and is now being drawn.
d.

4.8

6.0

in plugging meter research as soon as the present

meter dynamic performance. Methods of identifying

Volume:

6.8

60 gal

Instrumentation:

6.0

1 plugging meter (regenerativetype) on 0.7 gpm
side loop.
2 UNC EMF cells

*
As determined from residual Na in distillation
residues.

1 Vacuum distillationunit
Special Equipment:
Two cold traps: (1) Removable core trap, NaK
cooled for impurity identification.

An attempt to solve the noise problem by thermally insulating the flowmeter and junctions failed
because the insulationproduced a permanent (but

(2) Auxiliary cold trap for
total impurity removal.

stable) temperaturedifference across the two junctions which depressed the flowmeter output -30%.

Gaseous Impurity Addition System:

The problem was successfullysolved by welding a

Soluble impurity metered into recirculating
side loop to vacuum distillation station.

l/16-in. Type 304 stainless steel rod to each flowmeter lead and bringing these lead extensions out
next to each other. The two stainless steel-to-

III. SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS
A.

copper junctions were then close enough together to
be at the same temperatureand therefore did not
generate an EMF.

Both flowmeter outputs now have

signal to noise ratios of ?50 at ordinary bare orifice flow rates (0.5 to 1.0 rev).

.

1.

Development of a High Temperature Quadruple
Mass Spectrometer for Cover Gas Analysis
(J. P. Brainard, C. R. Winkelman)
General
The purpose of this research is to develop a

method for continuous on-line analysis of high temperature (up to 6SO”C) cover gas in an LMFBR. The
15

analyzer must be capable of detecting impurities

results for C02 were erratic. A thorough examina-

such as nitrogen, oxygen, hydrogen, carbon dioxide,

tion of the measuring system showed that moisture

methane, and f@sion products in the cover gas with

in the C02 *and in the “high-purity”He sweep gas

a sensitivityvarying from the part-per-million

caused most of the difficulty. The chromatography

range to the percent range. A response time of

was thoroughly serviced, and faulty couplings and

about 1 min is necessary if the analytical data are

other componentswere repaired or replaced. A short

to serve as an error signal

chromatographiccolumn and valving system was in-

for continuous

control

A quadruple

for activating

of cover gas composition.

mass spectrometer

lieved

that reasonably

representative

by transporting

spectrometer
2.

in

It is besampling can

sweep gas.
The instrumentwas then tested by measuring

it has passed through the

small quantities of moist C02 introduced into the
inlet system. Satisfactory results were obtained.
As the detector system seemed reliable, investiga-

Current Results
of the vacuui envelope,

tory system, gas beam, and quadruple
now complete.

molecular sieve trap was installed to purify the He

and at sodium

for analysis.

The design

vent the moisture to atmosphere by flushing the
column with dried He between.sgmpleanalyses. A

the sample gas in

sodium loop containment materials
loop temperatures until

stalled to remove moisture from the samples and to

was obtained

order to meet the above requirements.
be accomplished

devices

A schedule

introduc-

tion was resumed of other operations

alignment is

is now being set up with

in the proposed

method.
IV. PROJECTS BEING PHASED OUT

the shops for its fabrication.
Chopping the gas beam would be a distinct ad-

(Status of programs which are being phased out

vantage to this instrument. Not only would sensi-

because of funding”cuts are discussed. No new work

tivity be increased,but the background gases would

will be started in these areas. Results obtained
during the orderIy conclusion of these tasks will

be suppressed. Thought is now directed to the
design of a mechanical chopper (about 500 cps) which
would be compatible with the existing high tempera-

be given in this section of the Project 462 report.)
A.

Study of Carbon Transport in Thermal Convection
@L?S
(J. C. Biery, C. R. Cushing)

1.

General

ture gas analyzer design.
B.

Analysis Development
(K. S. Bergstresser)

1.

General

Studies have indicated that the use of carbon
beds may be useful in the gettering of 137CS in

The low temperature combustion technique for
analysis of total carbon of sodium is being refined.
By using a high sensitivity gas chromatography
for
quantitativemeasurement of the C02 produced, it is
hoped that carbon concentrationsin the l-ppm range
can be determined.
2.

Several equipment modificationswere made and

gas chromatographicmeasurement system used in a
proposed method for determining carbon at concentrations between 1 and 10 ppm in metallic

sodium.

The

in the method were based on the

Kallman and Liu2 principle

of low-temperature

by quantitative

formed by acidification

separation

igni-

of the C02

of the sodium oxide.

The

C02 was determined using a gas chromatography,
but
the base-line of the instrumentwas unstable and
16

if any, under which carbon mass transfer rates are

a sodium system.

various operating parameters investigated in the

tion followed

steels and refractory metals. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to determine the conditions,

sufficiently“lowto allow the use of carbon beds in

Current Results

main operations

sodium systems. Carbon, however, is slightly soluble in sodium and can carburize austenitic stainless

The carbon transfer rates from carbon rods are
,.
being studied in thermal convection loops. The Type
304 stainless steel loop itself is serving as the
carbon sink.
2.

Current Results
As of September 30, 1969, 4,992 h of run time

have been accumulated on the thermal harp. A summary of the times at various temperatures is presented in Table 462-II.

.

Table 462-II

increasing temperature. Thermal resorption spectra

Temperature - Time Summary - Thermal Convection Harp

indicate the energy of the nitrogen states on the
stainless steel and the relative surface covcrages.

No. of Hours

336

Temperature - “C
!!Q.!4i cold Lefi
455
485

1608

520

480

2688

510

450

360

330

130

This experiment will be continued until 8,000
h of run time are accumulated. The loop will be

The spectra also indicate whether the state is
atomic or molecular. It is believed ‘thatonly the
atomic states play an important role in the permeation of gas since diffusion occurs atomically.
However, large amounts of nitrogen were removed
above 300”C (several monolayer), and this outgassing has not decayed significantlywith time.
Possibly, the observed nitrogen is coming out of

destructively examined to determine the extent of

the bulk stainless steel having been trapped there

the carbon mass transfer.

in its manufacture; this outgassing masks surface

B.

1.

Study of Gas Diffusion Through Metals
(J. P. Brainard)
General

effects. However, this observation does give preliminary evidence that the nitrogen permeation is
bulk rather than surface controlled.
A copper gasket broke its seal when the vacuum

Very little quantitative information is available on the diffusion of gases in reactor system
containmentmateriaIs, aIthough the phenomenon has
been observed in several high temperature, liquidmetal-cooled systems. Diffusion of nitrogen through
stainless steel in such systems may be misinterpre-

oven was heated to 600°C. Air oxidized the interior
surfaces of the stainless steel. Large quantities
of carbon monoxide were subsequentlyreleased from
the system; apparently the oxygen in the air combined with carbon on the surface of the steel.
The permeation and diffusion experiments have

ted as evidence of an air leak in the plumbing. If
quantitative informationon diffusion were available, the expected rate of nitrogen influx could be
estimated, and the existence of small hard-to-find
leaks might be substantiatedor dismissed by comparing the expected and observed rates of nitrogen
accumulationin the system.
?.program for determining the diffusion rate
of nitrogen in stainless steels has therefore been

now been started. A mixture of 80% N2 and 20%
helium has been introduced into the diffusion cell.
The first temperature run will be at 275”C. This
run is to be considered a control run since the nitrogen permeation will probably be below the sensitivity of the instruments at this low temperature.
Runs at high temperaturesare planned.
c.

Study of Soluble Getters in Sodium
(D. N. Rodgers, J. C. Biery)

1.

General

undertaken. In later phases of the program the
diffusion of oxygen and hydrogen in stainless steels
will be studied.
2.

Current Results
The apparatus for nitrogen diffusion through

For large
be desirable

sodium-cooled

reactor

systems, it may

to use soluble getters for control of

oxygen and other dissolved impurities in lieu of the

Type 304 stainless steel tubing is complete. The

more conventionalhot and cold trapping techniques.

automatic liquid nitrogen filling is in operation.

The soluble getters of interest occur in the sodium

The diffusion cell and thermocoupleshave been in-

coolant either naturally, as an impurity (calcium),

stalled. The system has been made leak tight and

or are produced during reactor operation (as with

ultra-high vacuum has been obtained. Initial data

magnesium). The techniques for the controlled addi-

have been taken, i.e., pumping speed, time response

tions of these getters, maintenance of fixed getter

to pressure changes, and calibration of the mass

levels, and the selective removal of depleted

spectrometer.

getter metals and other impurities from dynamic

The first significant experiment that was

sodium systems must be developed if their usefulness

attempted was the determinationof thermal resorp-

is to be evaluated. The significant chemical reac-

tion rates, i.e., measurement of pressure with

tions occurring in a sodium system containing these
17

soluble getters must be understood and controlled.

of helium leak rates

are incorporated

into

small

This mode of purity control has the potential for

sodium systems (cells)

effectivelycontrolling not only oxygen, but also

mined temperature until

which are held at a predetersodium leakage occurs.

carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and possible metallic

From these observations

it may be possible

impurities.

lish,

2,

Current Results

sodium system components,

The soluble getter data from the first experi-

helium rate which is consistent

ment are being analyzed and a report is being pre-

(a)

(b) Na20 was dissolved into the system at
350”C. A rate constant for dissolution
in 1.4 cm/sec velocity
sodium flowing
past a l-in. diam hemispherical oxide
container was determined to be 4.0 x 10-7
g(0)/(cm2h ppm O).
(c) Estimationsof the product [Ca(ppm)] [O(ppm)]were made at 3s0 and 125”C. The
values at the:e temperatureswere 0.23
and 0.13 ppm .
(d) When oxygen was added to the system containing dissolved calcium, particulate
CaO appeared to precipitate. At the 1.2
cm/sec velocity in the hold tank, 14 days
were required for the level to drop from
6 ppm CaO to the l-ppm level. The flow
velocity implied particle sizes less than
70P in dism.
(e) Calcium metal appeared to adsorb on stainless steel as well as on nickel surfaces.
A surface concentrationof 9.7 x 10-3 mg
Ca/cm2 was observed over the entire
stainless steel loop system at 350”C.
This quantity was available for gettering
of oxygen. Larger quantities of calcium
were permanently lost in the system and
may have alloyed with the wall and were
not available for gettering.
Study of Sodium Leaks
(J. P. Brainard)

1.

General

tests

on

with adequate long-

An interestingside effect from this work has
been observation of the elusiveness of what are con-

Calcium metal in solution in sodium can
be detected and its concentrationdetermined by adsorption on a nickel surface.
The distribution coefficient observed at
350”C is 7.8 x 10-7 g Ca/(cm2-ppm Ca).

D.

acceptance

the maximumtolerable

term containment of sodium by that component.

pared. Some interestingresults have come out of
the analysis. These are summarizedbelow.

for mass spectrometer

to estab-

‘I%Ccorrelation of sodium leak development

sidered to be large leaks (10-5 to 10-6 atm cm3/
see). Normal containment such as grease, water
and some solvents can completelymask leaks of this
size and invalidate a leak test, unless proper pretreatment of the component is performed; and in
some cases this can involve firing of the component
in a hydrogen atmosphere. If meaningful helium
leak tests are to be performed on LMFBR components,
procedures must be developed for treating and handling of the part prior to leak test.
2.

Current Results
Cells 1, 2, and 3 remain leak tight after

12,240 h at 400°C. ‘Mo interestingphenomena are
occurring in Cells 4 and 8 which are leaking sodium.
Cell 4 (400”C)has increased in its leak rate about
100-fold in the last quarter. This increase in rate
may indicate that corrosion is occurring in the
leak passage. Cell 8 (650”C) is losing its nitrogen in the reaction chamber in some way.

Nitrogen

leakage, diffusion into stainless, or diffusion
through the sodium leak are possibilities.Because
of this phenomena the sodium leak rate during the
quarter could not be measured.
E.

Development of a Remotely Operated Distillation
Sampler for EBR-11
(E. O. Swickard, J. R. Phillips)

1.

General
The original objective of the project was to

with measured helium leak rates observed during

produce three remotely-operateddistillation

acceptance testing provides information on the de-

samplers: one as a prototype, one for installation

gree of component integrity which must be attained

on the EBR-11 primary loop, and one for installation

for safe, long-term sodium plant operation. No

on the E8R-11 secondary. Because of program funding

firm criteria now exist that establish acceptable

reductions, the objective has been curtailed to the

levels of leak-tightnessfor various situations.

production of the prototype unit only.

This study uses fabricated

stainless

steel

leaks and Icaks that occur naturally in stainless
steel

bar stock. Selected samples having a range

The sampler is an engineering loop version of
a laboratorymodel in use on Sodium Analytical Loop
No. 1 and Plugging Indicator Loop No. 2 at LASL.
Samples are taken from a continuously flowing
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bypass stream. The sampler is fabricated from Type
304 stainless

steel,

and energy for sodium evapora-

tion is supplied by inductionheating.
2.

Current Results
Because of additionalpersonnel reductions,

very little work was done on the remote sampler
prototype in the report period. The transfer
machine control chassis was completed, and the
wiring was checked out. The control unit has been
temporarily installed on the transfer machine
assembly and is operating satisfactorily.
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PROJECT 463
CERAMIC PLUTONIUM FUEL MATERIALS
Person in Charge:

R. D. Baker

Principal Investigator:

I.

J. A. Leary

INTRODUCTION
The prtncipal goals of this project are to prepare

pure, well characterized plutonium fuel materials,
to determine their high temperature properties.
perties of interest are(1)

and
Pro-

thermal stability, (2) thermal

1800°C for 8 hr in Ar.

The stntered pellets were

examined metallogrsphically

and their microstructure

compared with a control pellet.

The pellets contiifig

Ni additives had a noticable decrease in porosib

by

expansion, (3) thermal conductivity, (4) phase relation-

point count analysis,

ships by differential thermal analysis, (5) structure

amounting to as much as 50% for specimens with 1.36

and phase relationships by X-ray diffraction,

w/o Ni.

temperature X-ray diffraction,
high-temperature

high

neutron diffraction and

neutron diffraction,

(6) density, (7)

indicates that excessive nickel was added.
m.

bility, including electron microprobe

1.

compressive

c rcep (deformation ).

II. SYNTHESIS AND FABRICATION
(R. Honnell,S. McClanshan, H. G. Moore,
R. Walker)
To meet the material needs of the physical property measurement program,
bide compositions

a number of different car-

were synthesized and fabricated into

useful forms for testing.

For hot hardness measure-

ments, 1.0 dia x 0.375 in. discs were sintered and

However, a metallic appearing grain boundary

phase wae present (assumed to be nickel rich) which

hardnesa and its temperature dependence, (8) compatianalysis, (9)

relative to the control material,

PROPERTIES
Differential Thermal Analysis
(J. G. Reavis, L. Reese)
Additional differential thermal analysis observa-

tions have been made to investigate the melting behavior of ( U, Pu) monocarbides
0-50 m/o PuC.

in the composition range

Melting behavior of Pu- C compositions

in the range PuCi. ~ to PuCi. 48has also been studied.
Melting Behavior of ( U, Pu) Monocarbides:

The

melting bebavior of ( U, Pu) C compositions containing
(1)
Solidua and
0-50 m/o PuC was previously reported.

characterize ed with the following nominal compositions:
liquidus temperatures were determined by application
PUCX(X=

0.66,

0.82, and 1.0),

(U@8Pu0.2)Cy (y = 0.92,

1.0, and 1. 003), and (Uo. @uo. ~)Ci. ~
property measurements,

For mechanical

sintered and characterized.
A cursory investigation was initiated to determine

(U, Pu) C.

of Ni and PuC as sintering aids for

Pellets containing 1.36 to 3.03 W}O nickel

and 4.8 to 11.7 w/o PuC were prepared and sintered at
20

techniques and by macro observation of samples

0.356 dia x 0.5 in. cylinders

with a nominal composition of (UO.~Puo.~)Ci. o were

the effectiveness

of differential thermal analysis and metallographic

quenched from temperatures near the expcctcd Iiquidus.
The samples used in this work included arc melted
material which may have been inhomogeneous and
powder metallurgy prcducts which may have contained
traces of a second phase ( either metal or M2C+).
Stngle phase pellets of selected ( U, Pu) C compositions

macro liquid phase formation began more than 100°

Tnblo463-I

andLiquidua
Tampernturea
of(U,Pu) Monocarbidea
Solldus
u~.
,’Pu@~c~.“
up ,4Pu@~c~.~
u~.
,,Pu@*~c~,~
uQ.,#Pup,*cp”
u,.
~,m~.
,,c&
,’

below the liquidus in some compositions.

Lkxddus, ‘c

.%Udus,‘c

Coml>osltion

2616
2s36
2440
2300
2316

2450
2445
2250
2190
20s0

The Iiquidus temperature was taken as the
temperature at which the sample formed a smooth
meniscus.

It was not always possible to determine

from DTA curves exactly the temperature at which this

have recently been observed in this same manner and

occurred,

thesolidus

solid particles

and liquidus temperatures listed in Table

463-I were determined.

These data generally give a

formed.

nor was it possible to ascertain that no
remained after a smooth meniscus

The uncertainty in liquidus temperatures is

better fit of theoretical solidus and liquidus curves

estimated as * 25°C.

previously drawn, but indicate some modification may

2.

be desirable at thehigher PuC concentrations.

No

The characterization

changes of previously determined solidus and liquidus

of plutonium ceramics by

X-ray powder diffraction techniques has been incor-

temperatures of UO.*PuO.~C are needed.
Transformations

Room Temperature X-ray Diffraction
(C. W. Bjorklund)

in the Pu-C System:

A series of

porated in other sections of this report.

Studies of

Pu-C samples having C/M atomic ratios in the range

aelf-irradiation

1.08 to 1.48 were investigated by D TA and by macro

been continued on a routine basis.

examination after quenching from temperatures near

from the results reported previously has been observed;

the liquidus.

the lattices of compounds of normal isotopic composi-

The results of this investigation are listed

in Table 463-II.

The thermal arrests

at about 1605°

were wesk and were observed only on heating, but were
rep reducible for compositions
ratios up to 1.26.

Very little deviation

tion still continued to expand very slowly, and the
lattice dimensions of the plutonium compounds slightly
enriched with 33SPUremain constant within limits of

having C/M atomic

Irregularities

damage in PIutonium compounds have

were seen in DTA

No change in the quality of the

experimental error.

curves at various temperatures for the other composi-

X-ray patterns of any of the compounds has been

tions of Table 463-II, but these were not reproducible.

observed.

The appearance of the 1605° arrests indicated a process

3.

involving small amounts of energy beginning at this
temperature and continuing at higher temperatures.
It was not possible to detect the onset of liquid
phase formation and it was not possible to determine
whether or not liquid phase formation began in these
samples with the heating arrests at about 1605°.
possible,

It was

however, to determine unequivocally that

High Temperature X-ray Diffraction
(J. L. Green)
Investigation of the high temperature crystallo-

graphic properties of materials associated with the
carbon-rich

fields of the U-PU-C phase diagram is

continuing.

Phase identification and thermal expansion

data for the carbon-rich
reported previously.

plutonium carbides have been

Studies of the mixed uranium-

plutonium carbides were begun with the composition
Table 463-H

(Uo.G5PU0.35)
c~. ~. Samples of this material were pre-

Transformation Temperatures of Pu- C Samples
Nominal
Composition
Pucl . @
PUC*. ~g
Puc~ .28
Puc~ .32
Pucl .45
PUC*. @

Thermal Arreat
Temp. , ‘c
1610
1605
1605
?
?
?

Liquidus, ‘c
1840
1885
1915
1985
2030
2050

pared using the techniques described earlier for PuC2. z.
Thermal expansion data for carbon rich
( Uo.S5PU0~5)&

have been obtained in the temperature

interval from 800° to 17OO°C. The fractional expansion
of this phase as a function of temperature can be represented by the equation
~=9.5xl&8(To

20)+1 .7xl@

(T-20)2
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where “a” is the lattice dimension and T is the tempera-

weak low angle satellite peaks are present.

ture in ‘C.

tosnaveragetbermal

angle peaks have never been observed to grow relative

1~6/OC over the

to the reflections due to the major phase.

‘l?his corresponds

expansion coefficient of IZ.3X

These low

In addition,

temperature range from 20° to 1700°C, which is some-

homogenization of the sample at high temperatures,

what smaller than thevslueof

e.g. ,1900°C, results in the disappearance of the

earlier forcarbon-saturated

15.6x
Puz~.

1~6/OC reported
No single set of

.

asymmetry which does not reappear on slow cooling.

data has been published for U2~ that covers this

An alternate statement of the latter observation is that

particular temperature interval.

the asymmetric features are not observed for samples

parameter of8.088~ forU2~ at20°C, theaverage

that contain no residual M2G. It has been reported by
DdbJ3)
that hvo face centered cubic M~ structures

expansionforU2~ over thetemperatureinterval
of

exist at high temperatures as stable species for this

fnterest
is estimatedtobe 10.3x 1~ */°C. These

composition and that a transition between the two

particular
expansionvaluesare essentially
a linear

occurs at approximately 1850°C.

However, using high
(2)
and a lattice
temperaturedatareportedby Bowman

function
for thePu/u + Pu ratio.

A small amount of

The above observa-

tions do not seem to be consistent with this interpreta-

high temperature data for the composition

tion.

(UO.~6Pu0.S5)2C3has been published by Dalton, et al.’3 )

effects with metastable composition changes occurring

Thermal expansion coefficients,

during the transition; however, further work in this

per se, were not

Itwould appear reasonable to associate these

presented in that work, but a value of 12.0 x 1~ 6/OC

area will be necessary before positive conclusions

can be estimated from the data that was reported.

be drawn.

‘l%is

is in good agreement with the results of the present

(U& @u&35) C2 durtng cooling cycles after high

study.

temperature homogenization,

Possibly,

this correspondence

with Dalton’s

can

Thermal expansion data was gathered for

i. e.,

for samples con-

results should be considered somewhat fortuitous.

taining only one M@ phase and graphite.

The lattice parameters

expansion coefficient for the temperature range 1775°

reported for this compound by

The average

Dalton agreed well with those from the present study

tn 1900°C is 20 x 1~ 6/OC. WitAin experimental

for higher temperatures.

accuracy,

However, those reported for

lower temperatures were considerably
those from the present study.
pansion coefficients
would, therefore,

smaller than

Agreement between ex-

computed for lower temperatures

reported previously (21 x 1~ 6/OC) for Pu~.
‘i.

Thermodynamic Properties of Pu Compounds by
High Temperature Electrochemistry
(G. M. Campbell)

be somewhat poorer than that indi-

cated above.

In order to use PuC13, LiC1-KCl electrolytes
in determiningthermodynamic propertiesof Pu alloys,

As in the case of Pu2~,

the kinetics of the trans-

the equilibrium

formation

Pu+3Pu+4=4Pu+~

(UO.@u@~~)2~

+ C + (UO.@u0.35) C2

appear to be very slow near the transformation temperature.

The only stable structure observed above the

transformation temperature is the cubic modification
of M~.

During transformations

to the dicarbide,
been noted.

from the sesquicarbide

some interesting intensity effects have

At temperatures below approximately

1900°C, the MC2 reflections have a distinct asymmetry
on the low angle side.

Most often, this effect is simply

a low angle tail on the peak, but under some conditions
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this value is essentially the same as that

was studied by microelectrode

techniques.

Various

techniques have been used by other workers to measure
(4)
the free energy of similar reactions,
but agreement
between different workers is poor.

The reaction in-

volving Pu ions in LiC1-KCl has not previously been
studied.

Stnce the microelect rude s tudics have indi-

cated that the reaction is involved in equilibria with
Pu ceramics,

this type of equilibrium must be known.

In this regard, isotype Pu2~ + C electrodes have
already indicated the stabflity of such equilibria and a

.

PuN electrode is currently being studied.

of scsquicarbide

Although

PuN has already been investigated electrochemically

(5)

and carbon and the only vapor species

observed was Pu(g) . Above the transition temperature,

pure Pu metal electrodes were used as counter elec-

the condensate consists of dicarbide plus carbon and

trodes and cells were terminated when the residual

again, the predominate vapor species is Pu( g) .

current increased.

The Pu+ ion current was monitored as a function

Even so it is now believed that the

rapid rise in emf at lower temperatures may have been

of temperature and the ion current data were converted

the result of Pu+3/Pu+4 equilibria.

to absolute pressure values using a National Bureau of

PuN electrodes
operation.

A cell with isotype

is” still very stable after 35 days

Chronopotentiograms

Standards gold standard sample and the ionization cross
(9)
sections calculated by Mann.

and voltammetric

curves indicate that the Pu+3/Pu+ 4 equilibrium is
present.

Both above and below the transition temperature,

Potentials measured from this cell are

the decomposition process

is invarient, i. e.,

the Pu( g)

slightly smaller than those which included the Pu

pressure is independent of composition so long as the

counter electrode above the melting point of Pu ( 913°K).

condensate consists of both carbon and either s esqul-

Low temperature measurements are currently in

carbide or dicarbide.

progress.

These data and those of Pu2~ + C will be

The Pu( g) vapor pressure data above the ses-

correlated with information from the micro electrode

quicarbide and dicarbide are presented in Fig. 463-1.

studies to determine the free energies of interest.
5.

Mass Spectrometric
Pu Compounds
(R. A. Kent)

Studies of the Vaporization of

reaction
Puc~. $(s) = Pu(g) + 1.5

cell assembly

logiO Ppu( atm) = (4.385+0.

has been employed to study the

the vaporization behavior of the Pu-C binary

system is being investigated as a function of the C/Pu
composition ratio.

To date, a large number of experi-

ments have been performed which indicate that there
are three regfons to the Pu-C phase diagram which
give rise to invarient but not congruent vaporization:
1.
2.
3.

Pu2q + c
l%lc~ + c
Puc + Pu2q

A series of samples were prepared having

initial stoichiometries
to PUC2.~ (Pu2q + c).

(2)

_

5.6 -

R
H 5.8 x
L
m
0 6.0 z
$
~ 6.2 u
~ 6,4 -

.
.

H
: 6.6 -

Sesquicarbide Plus Carbon and Dicarbide plus
Carbon:

134

5.4 -

8)

As a first step in the study of the Pu-lJ-C ternary

072) - 20;.!;

5.2

The vaporization studies of Pu metal and PuN

have been completed and the results published.’7’

system,

(1)

by

vaporization behavior of a number of Pu-containing
systems.

c (s) .

The Pu(g) pressure in the range 1745- 1928°K is given

The mass spectrometer-Knudsen
described previousl~6)

The sesqcicarbide
decomposes accordingtothe

a
oJ 6.8 I
7.0 -

ranging from single phase PuC1. SO
These samples were effused

from W Knudsen cells and/or from graphite cups contained in W Knudsen cells over the range 1745-2140°K.
The results indicate the following.

7.2

\
1
7.41 c t 1 ( 1 t , # t , 1 , I t 1 1
5.4
5.6
5.8
6.0
4.8
5.0
5.2
4.4 4.6
104/ T,0K

Below the

transition temperature of 16600C the condensate consists

Figure 463-1.

Plutonium Gas Pressure above Plutonium
Sesquicarbide and Plutonium Dicarbide
23

When the free energy expression for the decompo-

Pu(g) +(2-X)

sition process is combined with known data for Pu(l)
vaporizing to Pu(g)(7)

of formation of the dicarbide:

the following expression for

thefree energy of formationfor thesesqutcarbide
is

c(s) =puC2-x( S);f?iG2m6=-88084
+17.22T
AG,U8= 80684-22. 91T
PU(4) =Pu(g) ;

Pu(A) +(2-X)

c(s) =l%c2-X(

S); AG2@6=- 7400-

5.69 T(6)

If the free energy expressions for the formation of

obtained:
Pu(g) + 1.5 C(S) =Puci. s(s); AGi85i =-93575 +20.06 T
Pu(t) = Pu(g) ;
AG1861= 801’78-22.65 T
Pu(l) + 1.5 C(S) =pUCi. b(S); AGi85i =-13387 -2.59

T (3)

No high temperature heat capacity data exkt for

the sesquicarbide

Values may be estimated from known
(lo)
values for the monocarbide
~d graphite!”)
From

one

obtains the free energy of the sesqutcarbide-dicarbide
transition.

This equation gives the transition tempera-

ture as 1662°C.

the sesquicarbide.

and the &carbide are combined,

Independent differential thermal

analysis studies performed in this Laboratory indicate
(la)
that the transition temperature is 1660 i 10°C.

thisthesecond law heatand entropyofformationare
PUC1.5(S) =PU(.4)+1.5 C(S);
AGr =+13397 +2.59T
Pu(A) +(2-X) c(s) =l%IC&XJS) ;AGT =- 7400 -5.69T

calculated h be
A!i&8

= -12.8 * 2.5 kcal/mole

andAS~298=+4. 9+2. O eu.

Puci. s( S)+(O.5-X)

C(S)= PUC2-X(S);

The value of S}8 is calculated to be + 20.2 eu.

AGT = 5997-3.10

T

(7)

The actual precision in the heat and entropy values
Mono carbide Plus Sesquicarbide:

was plus or minus 5’%. The listed uncertainties take
into account possible errors in temperature measure-

Figure 463-2 shows a plot of log Pu(g) pressure

In Table 463-III are listed values for the Pu(g)
pressure at various temperatures.

versus reciprocal

The value S~98=

sesqutcarbide

20.2 eu was employed to calculate the free energy
functions for the sesquicarbide
for the decomposition

and the third law heats

reaction.

formation for the sesquicarbide

The third law heat of

Again the only vapor species

observed was Pu( g) , and the Pu+ ion current data
were converted to absolute pressure values, using Au

cross sections.
The decomposition process for the monocarbide

Ttilo463-HI
ThirdLaw Results
fortheDccompositicm
ofPuCi.d S)

Ppu(ah)

1900

temperature above monocarbide-

mixtures.

as a standard and correcting for the relative ionization

is listed in the last

column.

1800
1700
1600

mixtures were effused from

tungsten Knudsen cells.

for the sesquicarbide.

&

samples rangf.ng from single phase PuC ~ a’ to monocarbide- sesquicarbide

ment and the fact that estimated functions were used

A series of

-Afeft,,
Aff;$, AH~2tc(PUCi.J(Sj
)
~u
kcal/mole

the Pu( g) pressure being independent of

composition so long as the condensate consists of both

kcal/mole

4.19X Irr
1.05X 10-7
2.27x 1~1
4.02x l~g

21.17
21.24
21.32
21.41

The dicarbide decomposes

95.7
95.7
95.7
95.7

- 12.’/ “.
- 12.7
-12.7
- X2.7

in the range 1934-

= Pu(g)

+(2-x)

mono- and sesquicarbide.
In the temperature range 1533- 1799°K the monocarbide decomposes

according to the reaction

2.39 PuC0.8, (S) = Pu(g) +1.38 PUCi.5(S)

2140°K according to the reaction
PU*X(S)

invarient,

is

(8)

with the Pu(g) pressure given by

c (s)

(4)

logiO Ppu(atm)

= (5. 164*O. 049) -~

(9)

with the Pu(g) pressure given by
logiOPpu(atm)

= (3.764* O. 143) -

19250+ 289
TOK

A combination of the free energy expression for
(5)

The composition limit of the dicarbide is not yet fixed,

the monocarbide decomposition with those for the
(7)
Vsportzation of plutonium metal,
and for the for-

but is near PuCi. ~~. Again, a combination of the free

mation of the sesquicarbide

energy expressions

formation for the monocarbide.

for the dicarbide decomposition

for the vaporization of P.(2)(7)
24

and

gives the free energy

yields the free energy of

‘\

I

‘ “-’

‘$

I

I

1

I

I

I

Miscellaneous:

-.

sonnel has been completed.

&Pu C,.34

/

.PUC141

\

Installation of the new Hitacht

RM6-K magnetic mass spectrometer

. ru L0,92
●PU CI.03

procedures

by factory per-

Calibration and checkout

to be performed before the unit is to be

enclosed in a glove box have been initiated.

‘his

unit

employs an 8 in. , 90° magnetic sector and has a theorehcal resolution of (M/M + AM) = 6,000 with a 50%
valley betweenpeaks. So far tbeunithas proved

capableof resolvingtothebaselinethemass 29 peak
consisting
of 14N15N+and C2H5*. The Knudsen cellhas
been heatedto2100°C usinglessthanhalfof therated
power of theheatersupply. The optical
windows have
been calibrated
for use withan opticalpyrometer.
IIIa rough calibration
run, a sample of single

b
.

crystalCaF2 was effusedfrom a Ta Knudsen cell. The
appearancepotential
of the CaF+ ion was found to be
.

5.5+ 0.5 eV compared to thepublishedvalue,5.8 i

.0

/

\

0.3 eV.(n)

Vapor pressure dataobtainedin thecali-

brationexperimentare compared withliterature
values

\
I

I

I

5.6

5.4

I

I

104/
Figure 463-2.

I

I

6.0

5.8

I

6.2

!

1

in Table 463-V.
1

1

Some minor featuresof thenew unitwillbe modi-

i

6.4

fied. The vacuum and water interlock
systems willbe

T.” K

changed and theHitachiiongauges willbe replacedwith

Plutonium Gas Pressure above Plutonium
Monocarbide plus Plutonium Seaquicarbide

standardBayard-Alpertgauges. The original10-stage
electronmultiplier
willbe replacedwitha 16-stage

Pu(g) +1.38 PuCi .5(s) =2.38 PUC0.87(S) ;
AG1666Z-86894+23.63 T
Pu(4)= Pu(g);
AGi666= 79721 -22.39T
1.38 Pu(g)+2.07 C(s) = 1.38 Puci. 5(s);
~G1666=-18863- 3.3’7T

unit.
6.

High Temperature Calorimetry
A. High Temperature Drop Calorimeter:
(A.E. Ogard, G. Melton)

Pu(l)+o.87 c(s) =Puc@87(s);
AG1666=-10939- 0.87T

During thisreportingperiodtheheat contentofW,

(lo)

A12C$,and PU02 have been determinedfrom 1055°C to
when equation(10) is reduced to298°K usingknown
(7) c (11)and
thermodynamic functions
for Pu,
,

2070°C in a vacuum aneroiddrop calorimeter.Results
are shown in Table 463-VI. The resultsshown forW

Puco.6)10) one obtainsAH~298 = -10.5* 2.5 kcal/mole
are “apparent”heat contentsand are notcorrectedfor
and @296

= +2.8 h 2.0 eu for themonocarbide. The
Table463-V

valueofS~$6iscalculated
tobe + 17.2 eu. The third

Experimentaland Literature
Vapor PressureValuesforCaF2

law resultsare givenin Table 463-lV.
Table443-IV

T ‘K

Pressure,
(atm) (observed)

Pressure,
(atm) (Ref)

ThfrdLaw Results
fortieDecomposition
ofPuCO.s!(S)

&
1800
1700
1600
1500

Ppu (ahn)

-L&f

4.1OX 10-8
9.86X lti~
1.97x 10-1
3.19X 10-$

25.37
25.50
25.63
25.75

AI& (Puce,,(s)
)
AHZ,8
kcldlmole
kcal/mole
90.0
90.1
90.1
90.1

-10.3
-10.3
-10.3
-10.3

1650
1588
1505
1635
1593
1565

3.14X
1.OIX
1.90X
2.41x
1.11X
6.47x

lCr6
l(rs
1O-6
1~6
lrs
1~6

2.98x
1.02X
2.07x
2.32x
1.11X
6.65x

1~5
10-6
1~6
l~s
lrs
lCr6
25

and the adiabatic shield temperature because of the phy-

Table 463-VI
Material

‘T-

Temperature , ‘c
1055
1547
1625
1704
1832
1922
1984
2070
1077
1319
1423
1524
1626
1703
1837
1880
1990
1.225
1440
1537
1620
1714
1780
1885

w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
Al~Q
A12~
lll~q
Al*q
AI*Q
Al@2
AlzC$
Al~q
A12~
Pllo2
PU02
PU02
PU02
PU02
PU02
PU02

heat loss during drop.

H2~8,keel/mole
6.4
9.5
10.2
10.7
11.9
1.2.3
12.7
13.6
27.9
35.4
38.7
41.3
45.4
47.9
51.2
52.4
57.1
24.4
28.3
31.6
33.1
36.6
37.8
40.2

The data for PU02 was corrected

for the self-heating of the Pu before the heat contents
were calculated.

The se~-heating

of the Pu was

sical arrangement of the couples and shield.
quently, the calorimeter

Conse-

has been modified.

Now the thermocouple arrangement in the calorimeter is as follows.

installed.

A total of nine thermocouples

are

One thermocouple is in the sample in the

same manner as previously.

A second thermocouple

extends up along the crucible support rod with it’s
sensing junction just below the bottom “adiabatic”

shield.

A third thermocouple extends down along the sample
heater insulating sheath wtth its sensing junction just
above the top “adiabatic” shield.

The other six

couples are grouped into pairs spaced radially about
the sample at 120°.

One couple of each of these pairs

is housed in a pod made of Ta sheet which is in turn
in good thermal contact with the exterior of the sample
crucible.

The other couple of each pair is housed in a

pod which is in good thermal contact with the exterior
of the adiabatic shield.

Each of the nine thermocouples

have been extended out through the calorimeter
and are connected to a stitching

housing

system so that they

can be read separately in comparison to a reference

determined by direct measurement in the calorimeter.

junction at O°C.

A value of 2.09 x l~s watts/g Pu (+ 4%) was cslcu-

between the sample and “adiabatic”

latcd.

such that they can be gauged in series as a thermo-

These results are somewhat lower than result-e
reported in the literature.

B.

Adiabatic Calorimeter:
(D. G. Clifton)

During this quarter further experiments were done
with a sample of a-A12Q in the adiabatic calorimeter.
These experiments consisted of following the temperature vs. ttme histnry of the sample as a function of
equilibrium temperature,

of heat addition to the sample,

and of the temperature gradieng AT, across the
adiabatic shield.

These experiments were extended to

lo50°c.
It was found that at bigher temperatures the

shield are wired

couple to give an average AT.

Curves will be fitted to the

data when further data is available.

Also the six couples sensing AT

The calorimeter
described mode.

la now reassembled

in the above

A series of tests are presently being

conducted in which a thorough survey is being taken of
the temperatures as they are sensed by the 9 thermocouples.

This survey is made at a series of power

settings,

each of which has a corresponding steady

state temperature and AT.
7.

TransportProperties
(K.W. R. Johnson,J.F. Kerrlsk)
A.

Electrical
Resistivi
W: A hightemperature

electrical
resistivity
system has been designed and is
being built.

The initial objective of the system is b

make dc resistivity measurements on solid ceramic or

l!control si=sl!~ or temperature gradient (AT) across

metal sys terns contairdng plutordum between room

the radiation shield lost its true significance se a mea-

temperature and 2500°C.

sure of the difference between the sample temperature

sured ustng a four point method.
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Resistivities

will be mea-

Samples will be

.

passively heated in a vacuum or inert gas furnace with

Table 463-VII

a tungsten mesh heater.
The electrical

Thermal Conductivity
of Armco Iron

equipment (potentiometer with its

power supply, null detectors constant current dc
supply, and standard resistors)
electrical

purchased for the

Preliminary

tests on the potential

measuring sys tern are in p regress.

The high tempera-

ture furnace has been ordered and delivery is expected
in December.
B.

0.166
0.143
0.121
0.103
0.082
0.090
0.124
0.124
0.144
0.162
0.166

71
220
325
477
674
589
321
322
190
110
75

resis tivity apparatus has been received and

installed in a rack.

Thermal Condue#vity
cal./sec. cm. C

Tem~erature,
c

Thermal Diffueivity : A system for measuring

the thermal diffusivity of plutonium ceramic materials
between room temperature and 2500°C is being con-

a solid phase transformation,

structed.

values appeared unreasonably large.

The diffuaivity measurements will be made

thermal conductivity
This trend per-

using a flash technique, in which a Korad Model K-2

sisted as the specimen was cooled.

125 joule laser pulse will heat the front surface of a

specimen after the apparatus was disassembled

disc sample while the baclc surface temperature is

that appreciable deformation had occurred which

monitored with thermocouples or optically.

altered the measurements by increasing the cross

The sample

Examination of the
revealed

will be heated passively in a vacuum or inert gas fur-

sectional area and decreasing the distance between

nace using a tungsten mesh heater.

thermocouples.

The laser,

with its associated auxiliary equipment,

has been received and set up for preliminary
A circulating water system,
constant temperature,
has been built.

distilled water to the Ias er head

The initial tests on the laser indicate

that it is functioning properly.

these dimensional changes.

operation.

which supplies cooled,

The data in Table 463-VIII reflect

Although the second specimen was measured with
only 10 psi pressure,
above 600°C.

deformation was still observed

The average deviation of the values cal-

culated from the upper and lower meter bars was 3. 6%.

The high temperature

A new thermal conductivity apparatus baseplate and

furnace has been ordered and is expected to arrive in

bell jar incorporating high vacuum principles was de

November.

signedand fabricated.These components and a diffusion

C.

Thermal Conductivity : A thermal conductivity

pump will be installed in the near future.
Table 463-VIII

specimen was fabricated from LASL, “Round Robin”,

Thermal Conductivity of U- 15 w/o Pu - 6.8 w/o Zr

Armco Iron and measured between 71° and 674°C.
Shown in Table 463-VII are the results of these measurements.

Comparison with average values of BMI,

Specimen
No.
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2

values for Armco Iron indicate that the present measurements represent an accuracy of* 1. 5%.
The thermal conductivity of two U-15 w/o Pu-6. 8
w/o Zr specimens was measured from 110° to 691°C
Measured conductivlties

are presented in Table 463-VIII.

For the first specimen

a normal pressure of 150 psi was appliedtothetop
meter bar.

On heating above 600°C, the temperature of

Thermal Conductivity
caL /sec. cm. ‘c

110
252
492
764
891
47’7
111
342
769

1

“Round Robin”, Armco Iron, and TPRC “most probable”

using Inconel 702 meter bars.

Temperature,
c

0.030
0.040
0.056
0.067*
O.080*
0.068*
0.030
0.046
0.073*

*Velue corrected for specimen deformation
8.

Mechanical Properties
(M. Toker, A. Gonzales)
A.

Hot Hardness:

The hot hardness apparatus
27

currently in use has amsximum

temperature capability

of about 1000°C, but planned modifications will provide a capability of 1800°C.

“--it

800

This will be achieved

700

largely through the substitution of more refractory
materials for those now fn use.

-.1:2:= .~

.

E%

The radiation shields

will be Ta instead of stainless steel and the indentor

400

will be B4C rather than diamond or sapphire.

300

,

A sche-

matic diagram of the new design is shown in Figure
t
200
t

463-3.

\

Hot hardness measurements are being made with

HOT

being used with a 200 g load.

A diamond indentor is

each con-

CAR SIDE

A* PuG, p = 12.95 g/cm~
Ox Sooppm, N.2goppm,G.4~

100 90
80
70

The hot hardness of a

PuC specimen and a UO.~Puo ~C specimen,

OF

URANIUM-PLUTONIUM

the original equipment on plutonium-uranium carbides
at temperatures up to 1000°C.

HARDNESS

S rUo,,PUOS C,
0=425

\

w/~

p = 12.97g/cm3

ppmo N.

340

ppm

60

taining about 10 v/o sesquicarbide,
463-4,

are shown tn Fig.

60

At least 5 indentations were made at each

40
L

temperature and the mean values are plotted in the

at each temperature.

I

30

figure along with the highest and lowest values obtained
As might be expected, the PuC

20 I

is softer at elevated temperatures than the solid

01234567

691011
TEMPERATURE

Figure 463-4.

l“C/1001

Hot Hardness of (U Pu)C

solution UO.~Pu&sC, which at 1000°C still has a hardGUIOE

HMIRAUilC
LIFT KTXI
FOR VACUUM CMAM8ER
-n}

ness of about 208 DPH. (As a comparison,

347 stainless

steel has a hardness at room temperature of about 150
DPH and 25 DPH at 1000°C.)
COIXED
ER

INDENT

ION
s
HEATING
ELEMENT

8 M

-CS?AMIC
-TEST

HEATER
THERMOC
RAOIATION

-Ta

SIFFCRT

SPECIMEN

ANVIL

Since no information is

available in the literature on the hot hardness of these
matertals,

no comparison can be made with other data.

The study is continuing with emphasis to be placed on
the effect of carbon content (and secondary phases) on
the hot hardness of PuC and Uo.@o.

SHIELOS-e&

B.

Cre a:

2C solid solutions.

The Optron extensometer is being in-

stalled to provide a means of measurfng creep in situ.
l-v.
L~lc

VACUUM PORT~
jjy

PCWER SUPPLY

1. Determination of ~ in Refractory Oxfdes, Carbidest
and Nitrides
(M. E. Smith, J.E. Wflson, and C.S. McDougall)

‘ASLE”TA”R’4==CI
PUSH ROD

11<

ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY

~-

Modifications to the methods for determining ~,

MICRO MANIPULAKM

PP

which greatly affects the properties of refractory
oxides, carbides,

and nitrides,

are being tnvostigated

to improve the analyses of ceramic-type

materials.

One promising modification ia impulse heating in which
Figure 463-3.
28

Hot Hardness Instrument

.

2.

A, L, Bowman, J. Inorg. Nucl. Chem. 19, 111
(1966).

3.

J. T. Dalton, E.A. Harper, H. J. Hedger, and
R. W. Stannard, AERE-R 5948 (1969).

4.

F. Caligura, L. Maitinot, G. Diayckaerts,
Bull. Sot. Chtm. Beiges@
5 (1967).

temperatures rapidly attained, little outgassing from

5.

G. M. Campbell, J, Phys. Chem. 73, 350 (1969).

the small capsules,

6.

R. A. Kent and J. A. Leary, Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory Report LA-3902 (1968) .

7.

R. A. Kent, High Temperature Science ~, 169
(1969).

8.

R. A. Kent and J. A. Leary,
Science ~, 176 ( 1969).

9.

J. B. Mann, J. Chem. Pbys. ~,

a high currentof shortdurationispaased througha
coveredgraphitecrucibleholdingthesample. The
sample is rapidlyheatedtoabout3000°C and the~
evolved from the sample as CO is measured on a gas
chromatography. Apparent advantages of impulse
heating over induction heating include:

high sample

short analysis time, and elimination

of sample loss by using covered capsules.
Initial tests of an impulse heaterfabricated
at
LASL showed that some pittingoccurred on the electrode
surfacescontacting
thegraphitecapsule. Changes
made in the shapes of the electrode and capsules
greatly reduced the amount of pitting and tncreased the
temperature attained to slightly above 3400°C,

10.

M. H. Rand, “A Thermochemical Assessment of
the Plutonium-Carbon System, “ Presented at
IAEA, Vienna, September 1968.

11.

JANAF Thermochemical Tables, The Dow Chemical co. , Midland, Mich. ( 1965) .

12.

J. A. Leary, “Present Status of the UraniumPlutonium- Carbon System, “ presented at the
International Symposium on Ceramic Nuclear
Fuels, Am. Ceram. Sot. , Wash. , D. C. (May
1968 ) .

3.3.

G. D. Blue, J. W. Green, R. G. Bautista, and
J. L. Margrave, J. Phys. Chem. 6’7, 877 (1963).

Analyses of test samples of CUOfor ~ were

reproducible,

and tie chromatography peak areas were

a linear function of the quantities of ~.

Further tests

will be made usingU308 samples before Pu materials
are analyzed,
A secondmodification
beinginvestigated
is theuse
of a microwave-excitedemissivedetectorsystem b
measure theQ evolvedas CO from thesample as itis
heatedto2000°C in a graphitecrucible.Microwave
excitation of the CO causes a glow discharge that is
photometrically
monitored,and the~ concentration
is

VI.

PUBLICATIONS

1.

R. A. Kent, “Mass Spectrometric Studies of Plutonium Compounds at High Temperatures. RI.
The Vapor Pressure of Plutonium, “ High Temperature Science ~, 169 ( 1969).

2.

R. A. Kent and J.A. Leary, “Mass Spectrometric
Studiesof Plutonium Compounds at High Temperatures.IV. The Vaporizationof PuN, “ High
Temperature Science ~, 176 ( 1969).

3.

R. A. Kent, “Mass SpectrometricStudiesof Plutonium Compounds at High Temperatures. V. The
Plutonium-CarbonSystem,“ presentedat theInternationalConferenceon Mass Spectroscopy,Kyoto,
Japan, September 8-12, 1969.

4.

J. A. Leary and R. A. Kent, “Ceramic Plutonium
Fuel Materials Research at Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory, “ invited paper presented at the Japan
Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokai-Mura,
Japan, September 17, 1969.

calculated
from thetime-integrated
signalfrom the
photometer.

Apparent advantages possible with this

modification are rapidity of analysis,
small ( 10- to 60-mg) samples,

applicability to

and continuous recording

of CO evolved which aids greatly in selection of op thnum
operating conditions.

Repeated analyses of U30B, ‘IIQ,

Nb205, and TW05 test samples using this measurement
system showed that the precision (la)
not exceed 3 relative percent.

of the method did

More rigid control of

operating conditions is being tried to improve the precision.
v.
1.

1646 (1967).

as veri-

fied by the fact that tungsten melted in two test capsules.

High Temperature

REFERENCES
Annual Status Report on the Advanced Plutonium
Fuels Program for FY 1968, Report LA-3993-MS,
p. 35.
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PROJECT 464

STUDIES OF Na-BONDED (U,PU)C LMFBR FUELS
Person in Charge:
D. B. Hall
Principal Investigator:R. H. Perkins

1,

being tested.

INTRODUCTION

As prerequisites for this compatibilitypro-

Mixed carbide is regarded as an attractive alternate to mixed oxide as fuel for commercial LMFBR
application. The high heavy-atom density and thermal conductivityof the mixed carbide make it possible for this fuel to outperformmixed oxides.
Full exploitationof carbides dictates the use of a
gap between fuel and clad to accommodate fuel swelling (with minimal fuel-claddingmechanical inter-

gram, a number of developmentalefforts have been
undertaken. These include establishmentof [1)
techniques for the production of single-phasemonocarbide pellets of known composition and dimensions,
and (2) techniques and equipment for fuel pin loading, bonding, and inspection.
II.

SYNTliESISAND FABRICATIONOF FUEL PELLETS
(R. Honnell, S. McClanahan, R. Walker,
G. Moore, C. Baker)

A.

General

actions) and a high thermal conductivitypath across
the gap to limit fuel temperature. The conditions
can be met by filling the annulus between fuel and
clad with sodium.

Standardizedprocedures for producing single-

Before a satisfactory
ment can be developed,
quired

that will

however, information

identify

of problems associated
suggest

solutions

sodium-bonded fuel

is re-

with sodium bonding and will

compatibilitytesting. Basic process steps are:

in this

Problem areas

experimental

The mechanisms and kinetics
transfer

dimensions have been developed. These pellets will
be utilized in EBR-11 irradiationexperiments and

to claddings

1. Multiple arc melting of a 60-g mixture of
235
U, Pu, and C using a graphite electrode.

program

are:
1.

phase monocarbide pellets of known composition and

the number and severity

to these problems.

that are being studied

ele-

2.

Solution treatment of the arc melted ingot

3.

Crushing and grinding of the ingot in a WC

of carbon

through the sodium

for 24 h at 1600”C.

bond.
2.

vibratory mill, followed by screening of

The significant
that affect

3.

The consequences
coolant

4.

fuel

and sodium variables

the resulting powder to a particle size

compatibility.

range of ~62

of exposing

fuel

to

4.

sodium.

The performance

p.

Elimination of higher carbides by reaction
with H2 at 850”C.

limitations

bond under high-heat-flux

of the sodium

5.

conditions.

High purity single-phase (U~.8PuOo2)C is the
principal fuel used in these investigations. Type

Cold compaction at 20 tsi into pellets
without the use of binders or sintering
aids.

6.

Sintering the pellets in Ar at 1800”C for

316 stainless steel is the base cladding material

4 h followed by heat treatment for 2 h at

being studied, though vanadium alloys also are

1400”C.

30

.

7.

Characterizationof the pellets by linear
dimensioning,weighing, metallography,xT~blc464-11

ray diffraction analysis, chemical analy-

(lcmical Compositionof MC-M2C3Pellets

sis for U, Pu, C, N, 0, and trace impurities, radiography for determinationof

ChemicalCompositiongof PelletLots
Element NWLS-36-1NNL8-36-2HNL8-38-IHNLS-38-2HNL8-40-1

possible internal cracks, and isotopic a-

u

nalysis of uranium and plutonium.

Pu
c

B.

Current Results

Al

the compatibility

(U,Pu)Cmaterial composed only of monocarbide (MC)

--

--

Zn

Zo

Zo

Ga

Zo

. .

. .

20
..

10
300
8S0
6S0

10
100
610
102

120
390
2200

s
--

C5

50

Cu

and sesquicarbide (M2C3) phases with potential fuel
clad and metal coolant systems.
Weighed charges of plutonium, uranium, and
carbon totaling approximately65 g were alloyed by

No

Zs

. .

w

--

o

430
87

40
360
320

N

arc melting using 6 remelts to homogenize. The alloyed buttons were reduced to -325 mesh powder, and

40
s
12
100
Zs

--

Fe

Cr

of hyperstoichiometric

12
s
12
35
--

.-.

v

pared and characterizedfor the purpose of determining

30
..

10
s
10
7s
s
2s
20
..

Si

Pellets with varying carbon contents were pre-

76.S w/o 76.1w/o 76.3 W/O
75.6 W/O
7s.4Wlo
18.33w/o 18.61w/o 18.41UfO 18.6ZWlo 18.38 W/O
S.32 W/O
S.46U/O
S.S8WIO S.78 wfo 6.o2 wjo
----.
10
25

s
-6S

s

--

‘ppmby weight,unless otherwisespecified.
‘“Not reported.

the powder pressed at 10 tsi into 0.283-in.-diamx

--Belowdetectable
limits.

0.266-in.-longpellets. The green pellets were sintered in flowing Ar for the times and temperatures
listed in Table 464-I. Dimensionalshrinkage”during
Table 464-I

The reason for the 850 ppm O content of HNL8-38-1
also is unknown.
Metallographicexamination of the sintered

Sintering Conditions and Densities

pellets indicates that they are quite porous and

‘f ‘C-M2C3 ‘ellets
Immersion
Density

contain three phases. The two major phases appear

Lot Number

Sintering Conditions
Temp
Time
(“c)
(h)

HNL8-36-1

1525

33

11.86

phase is very minor, acicular in shape, and of un-

HNL8-36-2

1525

33

12.03

known chemistry. There is not enough of this phase

HNL8-38-1

1550

24

10.61

to identify by either x-ray powder diffraction or

HNL8-38-2

1550

24

10.35

microprobe examination.

HNL8-40-1

1550

24

10.23

(g/cm3)

to be MC and M2C3; this is corroboratedby x-ray
diffractionmeasurements (Table 464-III). The third

Table 464-III
Lattice Parameters,~

sintering decreased with increasing carbon-to-metal
Lot Number

ratios and amounted to 7% for pellets with a C/h!

HNL8-36-1

atomic ratio of 1.15.

MC

‘2C3

4.9643

8.0986
8.0970

HNL8-36-2

4.9628

to chemical, x-ray radiographic,metallographic,

HNL8-38-1

4.9619

8.0967

and crystallographicanalyses as well as density

HNL8-38-2

4.9633

8.0953

measurements. The results from these analyses are

HNL8-40-1

4.9555

8.0941

The pellets were sampled by lot and subjected

shown in Table 464-II.
Tungsten contaminationvarying from 40 to 300

III.

LOADING FACILITY FOR TEST CAPSULES
(D. N. Dunning, J. O. Barrier,J. A. Bridge)

A.

General

ppm is apparent in four of the lots; this was probably introduced during the milling operation. The
2200 ppm N reported for HNL8-40-1 is undesirably
high, apparently anomalous, and without explanation.

A prerequisite to a compatibilityprogram
involving (U,PU)C and sodium is a satisfactory

31

capsule
little
rials

loading

and bonding facility,

point. to obtaining
for testing

contamination

if these materials

by impurities

There is

well-characterized
before

IV.

CARBIDEFUEL COMPATIBILITYSTUDIES
(F. B. Litton, H. A. O’Brien, Jr., A. E.
Morris, L. A. Geoffrion)

A.

General

mate-

are subject

to

they are placed

The objectives

in test. Sodium and [U,PU)C are sufficientlyre-

of this

program are to study

active that all operationsmust be perfozmed either

the interactions

amoung single-phase

in vacuum or in a high quality inert atmosphere.

plutonium carbide, a sodium bond, and potential

mixed uranium-

‘l%eloading facility for handling these materials

cladding materials, i.e., to investigate the tech-

has been constructed and is operational. The fa-

nology related to sodium-bondedfuel elements. There

cility consists of inert-atmospheregloveboxes e-

are two approaches to the experimentalwork. The

quipped with inert-gas cleanup systems to provide

primary approach is to determine the reactions oc-

an environment for handling fuel pellets and bond-

curring between single-phase (Uo.8puo.2)C ~d

ing sodium with a minimum of contamination.

tential cladding materials, using Type 316 stainless

B.

Po-

steel and a high strength vanadium-base alloy as the

Current Results

first and second choices of cladding material, reDuring this reporting period, four EBR-11 irradiation test capsules were loaded and bonded.

spectively. (The experimentalwork on high strength
vanadium-base alloys will be de-emphasizedin the

Capsule 37B was then shipped to EBR-II; 38B, 39B,

future and restricted to obtaining the data from

and 40B, containing90% dense (U,PU)Cpellets bond-

specimens now in test.) The secondary approach is

ed with high purity sodium, have passed nondestruc-

to study the fundamental aspects of the mechanism

tive tests and are ready for shipment. Problems

of carbon transport through sodium, the effect of

encounteredwith bonding procedures, and from chips

impurities such as oxygen, and the carburizingpo-

in the sodium annulus between the fuel pellets and

tential of sodium in mutual contact with carbides

the cladding, have been solved. A centrifugewas

and the preferred cladding materials.

designed and built that provides proper forces to
move chips to the bottom of the elements without

Capsules containing sodium-bonded,singlephase (U,PU)C are tested in sodium loops at 7SO”C

producing new chips. There is also provision for

for periods up to 10,000 h.

heating so that the proper temperaturegradient is

oughly-characterizedsodium is used for the studies.

available to give a bottom-to-top freezing pattern

Fuels of known composition are used in the tests.

in the element during centrifugation. Certain parameters of the successfulbonding procedure are
given in Table 464-IV. The sodium quality in the
Table 464-IV

Time to Freeze
(rein)

Top
Middle
Bottom

of the testing is performed on single-phase

(U,PU)C fuel in which the Pu/U ratio is maintained
at 0.25, but some experiments are being carried out
on material containing a second phase (either me-

Operating Conditions for Bonding Centrifuge

Fuel Stack
Region

Most

High purity, thor-

Temperature
at Start of
Centrifuging
(“c)

tallic or carbon-rich). Of particular interest is
mixed carbide fuel containing- 10 v/o sesquicarbide.
Other experiments employ stoichiometricand hyperstoichiometricUC to determine the effect of plu-

11

300

tonium addition on the behavior of carbide fuel.

5

230

B.

Current Results

1.

CompatibilityStudies

1-1/2 to 2 (estimated) 150
Centrifuge speed 12S rpm

Experiments are being run to compare the comfour completed elements is excellent; chief im-

patibilities

purities are 7-16 ppm oxygen, < 10 ppm carbon, and

mixed-carbide

< 1 ppm nitrogen.

prepared by United Nuclear Corporation containing

Approximately40 capsules for out-of-pile com-

of

(a) sodium-bonded,

fuel

single-phase,

prepared by LASL and (b) fuel

patibility testing and metal fuel OWR experiments

.-.
— 10 v/o sesquicarbidewith Type 316 stainless steel
and V-15Cr-5Ti alloy capsules. This series of tests

were also loaded during this quarter.

(750”C for 4000 h) will end during the next quarter.
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Although sodium-bonded,single-phase,mixed-carbide
fuel was previously shown to be compatiblewith
Type 316 stainless steel under these test conditions, these additional capsules are being tested
for statistical and comparativepurposes.
2.

Studies of Carbon Transfer in Sodium
Carburization

of potential

cladding

alloys

sodium is thought to be a diffusion-controlled
ess in which the difference
ity

between chemical

in
proc-

activ-

of carbon in the source and in the clad is the

primary driving force. It is apparent that relatively long periods of time may be required to establish equilibrium in a given system, and that the
activities

of the carbon and metals in the source
.
alloy change during the carburiz-

and the cladding
ing process.

This,

rate-controlling

of course,

implies

that the

step also may change; but, in the

case of sodium-bonded fuel capsules where the sur-

Fig. 464-1. Metallographic structure of UC1.07
after heat-treating 100 h at 1350”C. Etched, lOOOX.

face areas of the source and sink are nearly equivThe capsules were heated to 550, 650, and 750”C

alent, carbon transfer appears to depend on the
rate of carbon diffusion in the carbide source.
Carbon is assumed to be soluble in sodium to some
small but finite amount. While the transfer mech-

for S00 and 1000 h.

yzed and examined metallographicallyfor evidence of
carbon transfer.
The capsule walls showed no carburized surface

anism may be contingent on the formation of a particular species in the sodium, the end products of
the reaction

are

independent of the transferring

species. Carburizationof cladding alloys using
carbon sources of different chemical activities are
being studied in an attempt to determine the ratelimiting step in the reaction. Current results
from these studies are described below.

The materials were then anal-

layer after heating at 650 and 750”C for 500- and
1000-h periods. However, carbide precipitationwas
observed in the grain boundaries and matrix of the
stainless steel. As the base alloy contained .U500
ppm carbon, the observed precipitationwas attributed to the rejection of carbon from solution during
the heat-treating procedure. The tabs heated for
500 h at 650 and 7SO”C contained 140 and 90 ppm car-

Reaction

of Sodium-Bonded

316 Stainless

UC1 ~7 with Type

Steel

A series of Type 316 stainless steel capsules

bon, respectively. The original carbon content of
the tabs was 175 ppm, so it appears that no significant carbon transfer occurred. The surface struc-

was loaded with - 5 g sodium, a Type 316L stainless

ture of the Type 316 stainless steel capsule after

steel tab

the 1000-h test at 750”C is shown in Fig. 464-2.
Metallographic examination of the UC1 07 car-

130
ppm oxygen,
and 100COntaiIlppm
‘ellets”
‘e “1.137$

ing 5 13 l/~~a&~~07,
nitrogen, was heat-treated for 100 h at 1350”C to

bide source indicated that no reaction had occurred

convert the dicarbide phase in the cast material to

between the sodium and the monocarbide and sesqui-

sesquicarbide. The metallographicstructure after

carbide phases in the system during the 500- and

heat treatment consisted of sesquicarbidedistrib-

1000-h tests at 650 and 750”C. However, in the so-

uted in a monocarbide matrix, with trace amounts of

dium contact area, the sources were depleted in the

dicarbide phase generally associated with the ses-

dicarbide phase to the following depths (Table 464-

quicarbide phase. The structure is shown in Fig.

V) .

464-1.
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.

Fig. 464-2.
Type 316 stainless
steel capsule wall
after testing in sodium with UC1.07 for 10011h at
7SO”C. Etched, 300X.

Fig. 464-3. Structure showing depletion of the dicarbide phase in sodium-bondedUC1.07 pellet heated
1000 h at 750”C in Type 316 stainless steel capsule.
Etched, 300X.

Table 464-V
Depths of Dicarbide Depletion in UC1 o, Sources

good agreement with earlier work.

Their lowest ex-

perimental temperaturewas 1200”C, so an extrapolaArea of
Carbide
Test Time
(h)

Source

Temp
(“c)

(cm*)

Depth of
Dicarbide

tion of 300-400”C to reasonable fuel surface temper-

Depletion
(microns)

atures was required. This extrapolation,plus the
predominance of grain boundary diffusion at lower

500

6S0

1.36

218

temperatures, introduces considerableuncertainty

1000

6S0

1.08

283

into the calculations.

Soo

750

1.33

385

1000

750

1.67

867

Assume fuel contains S.1% carbon.

Assume

limits on stoichiometryof UC to be 4.82 and 4.92$
carbon (i.e., composition can vary between these

l%e metallographic
depleted

structure

area of the source heated for

750”C is shown in Fig. 464-3.
burization

in the dicarbide1000 h at

The extent

of decar-

is shown by comparing Fig. 464-3 with

Fig. 464-1.

limits and still be single-phase). The times required to deplete the hyperstoichiometriccarbon to
a depth of 10 pm are then: 650”C, 1.5 x 107 h;
750”C, 5

X

105 h; 850”C, 3

X

104 h; 950”C, 3

X

103 h.

These calculationsshow that carbon diffuses very

Since the reactions:

slowly from a UC matrix below 950”C. Because the

‘2C3 + Cr(in SS) + ‘c + cr23c6

rate of diffusion of carbon in sodium is several
orders of magnitude greater than the rate of dif-

“2

+ cr(in SS) *UC+

cr23c6

fusion of carbon in UC, the penetration of sodium

involve negative free-energy changes, the carbon in

into cracks or grain boundaries can result in much

a carbide fuel in excess of the monocarbide may be

faster removal of carbon than would be calculated

available to transfer to the cladding. Calculations

by diffusion of carbon in UC alone. Cracking of the

were made to see how fast, within an order of mag-

carbide may explain the rapidity of carbon removal

nitude, carbon would be expected to diffuse out of

source in this experimentalwork.
‘rem ‘he lJcl.07
The removal of carbon from the source without

solid, crack-free UC.

The calculationswere based
on the work of Lee and Barrett,1 whose values of

the diffusivity of carbon in UC are in generally
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detectable carbon pickup by the Type 316 stainless
steel was also observed during tests on the carburization of Type 316 stainless steel using Fe3C

.

sources. It is apparent that carbon in the sodium

2
rium with carbon.

must reach a certain

containing alloy such as Type 316 stainless steel is

to initiation
er.

concentration

of carburization

(activity)

prior

of the fuel contain-

After the 500-h tests, the sodium

contained

SO.and 40 ppm carbon at 650 and 750”C, respectively.
Reaction

of Sodium-Bonded

316 Stainless

UC1.43 with Type

The carburizationof a chromium-

more complicated than the carburizing of pure chromium for at least two reasons: (a) as carburization
of the alloy proceeds, the amount and the activity
of chromium in the metal phase decreases, and (b)
the carbides that are formed are not simple chro-

Steel

mium carbides; they are ternary or higher carbides
Arc-cast

uranium

carbide

ingots were crushed

to -1/4 in. + 10 mesh under an argon atmosphere.

The sized material was heat-treated for 100 h at
1350”C.

Metallographicexamination after heat

treatment showed the structure was free of the dicarbide phase and consisted of uranium monocarbide
dispersed in a sesquicarbidematrix. The structure
is shown in Fig. 464-4. The material contained

containing other metals.

(The carbides formed in

Type 316 stainless steel contain mostly chromium,
but also iron, molybdenum, and possibly manganese
are present.)
In an attempt to determine experimentally the
composition and crystal structure of the carbide
and matrix phases in Type 316 stainless steel as a
function of the extent of carburization,60 specimens of Type 316L sheet were gas-carburizedto various carbon contents up to about 1.7 W1O C.

The

experimentalprocedure was as follows:
1.

Samples of 316L sheet, 0.030-in.-thick,
l/2-in.-wide, and 2-in.-long, were lightly
sanded with 360 grit paper, washed in
acetone, and identified. The samples were
weighed to the nearest 0.1 mg [each sample
weighed about 4.7 g) after dimpling the
samples to keep them separated in the test
fixture.

2.

The samples were inserted into the hot zone
of a tube furnace through which high purity
H2 flowed.

A

few seconds after sample in-

sertion, high purity CH4 was mixed with the
H2 and admitted to the furnace. The carburizing temperature was 970 k 15”C.
Fig. 464-4. Structure of UC1.43 after heating
100 h at 1350”C. Etched, 600X.

3.

The samples were left in the furnace for
various times, up to several hours, depending on the amount of carbon pickup de-

6.74

W/O

C.

Type 316 stainless steel and vanadium

[V-15Cr-5Ti)alloy capsules are being loaded with

sired.
4.

the sesquicarbidematerial for compatibility.
After nondestructiveexamination, they will be

5.

placed in test.
3.

welded shut under argon. The nickel capsules were then placed in a tube furnace

The carburizationof metallic chromium can

and heated to - 985°C for 94 h.

result in the formation of one or more of the following carbides: Cr23C6, Cr7C3, or Cr3C2. The

chromium, and the Cr3C2 phase is stable in equilib-

‘he samples were then placed in nickel capsules (about 7 samples per capsule), and

Carburizationof Type 316L Stainless Steel

Cr23C6 phase is stable-in equilibriumwith metallic

After removal from the furnace, the samples
were reweighed.

6.

The capsules were then cooled to 750”C and
held at that temperature for 120 h.

Sub-

sequently the samples were furnace-cooled
to room temperature.
35

7.

8.

The samples were removed from the nickel

V-15Cr-5Ti

capsules and reweighed. They were then

V-15Cr-5Nb

chemically analyzed for carbon.

V-15Cr-10Nb

‘l%especimens were metallographicallyex-

V-9.4Cr-3.3Fe-l.2Zr

amined prior to carbide extraction end

V-8.4Cr-8.9Ta-l.lZr

matrix analyses, which is in process at

V-6.lFe-5.2Nb-l.3Zr

the present time.
It is planned to discontinue this program

Metallographicexaminationof the specimens
showed that the carbides were uniformly distributed
throughout the cross section. The specimens con-

upon the completion of these tests.
v.

SODIUM-BOND HEAT TRANSFER
(K. L. Meier)

A.

General

tained from 640 ppm to 1.65 w/o C; the lcwer amount
of carbon was readily detected as a precipitate in
the Type 316L structure, and the amount of carbide

STUDIES

The purpose of this project is to evaluate the

precipitation increasedwith increasing carbon con-

effects of fuel-pin defects on heat transfer prop-

tent. me

erties of the sodium bond.

metallographicstructures for the mini-

mum and maximum carbon pickup are shown in Figs.

in a number of ways.

464-5 and 464-6, respectively.

dium bond could:

4.

1.

Volubility of Uranium, Plutonium, and Mixed
Carbides in Sodium
A

delayed neutron counting

used to determine the volubility

Such defects could arise

For example, a void in the so-

Be present before insertion in the reactor.

2.

procedure is to be
23S
of
U and 23’Pu

Come from dewetting of the pellet due to
change in composition as fission products
are formed.

in sodium, using metallic uranium and plutonium,
3.

as well as (U,PU)C as sources. In these tests, it

Form from a hot spot on the pellet and

is planned to heat one pellet of the three mate-

consequent local

rials with - 100 g sodium for 100 to 1000 h at 4S0,

dium, and/or
4.

5S0, and 6SO”C in Ta-10W alloy crucibles. After

vaporization of the so-

Be produced from desorbed or fissionproduct gases.

testing, - 2 g sodium will be trepanned from the

Of these, probably the most serious defect

crucible, the uranium and/or plutonium chemically
separated, and the residue irradiated at ORNL. The

would be the presence of fission gas bubbles in the

test is designed to measure uranium and plutonium

bond region.

volubility in the parts per billion range.

One method of obtaining the high heat fluxes
necessary for !IdefectanalysisIIConsiStS Of utiliz-

During this period the basic equipment was
assembled and tested. An isometric drawing of the

ing a central, high-heat-fluxheater. This method

basic equipment is shown in Fig. 464-7.

is being utilized at LASL in sodium-bond heat transfer studies.

5.

Behavior of Vanadium Alloys in Sodium
B.
At the direction of AEC-DRDT,

Current Results

experimental

work on this phase of the project is being discon-

Much of the apparatus for out-of-pile testing

tinued. Vanadium alloy materials recently received

of sodium bonds utilizing a central, high-heat-flux

from Westinghouse Astronuclear Laboratory and

heater has been fabricated and tested. The com-

Argonne National Laboratory had been placed in hot-

pleted portions include:

trapped sodium for 1000-h tests at 450 and 650°C

1. Graphite rod heater with boron nitride
insulation.

just prior to receipt of the AEC directive. The
objective of the work in process is to determine the

2.

UC cylinder.

stability of vanadium alloys in sodium containing

3.

Sodium test loop. Because this loop had a

~ S ppm oxygen. The following alloy compositions
are under test:

high pressure drop, portions of it were
replaced during this reporting period.
Tests indicate that the pressure drop has
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been reduced and the correct flowrate has

for analyzing

been achieved.

more quantitative

Cladding temperaturesduring test will be

sodium for impurity
by including

elements was made

photometric

measure-

ment of the densities of the analytical lines.

The

measured with 40 thermocouplesheld in a fixture

reproducibilityof the method.for measuring six

which can be rotated about the “fuel pin” so tem-

metals was determinedby repeated analyses of two

peratures can be measured in O.100-in. intervals

synthetic NaCl samples prepared to contain known

horizontally and vertically on the cladding. The

concentrationsof 23 added elements, and standard

outer structure of this “thermal scanner!!consists

samples containing

of three subassemblies. Drawings of these three

range between 0.3 and 300 ppm with each element at

subassemblieswere made; fabrication of the outer
structure

is 30% complete and full completion is

the nominal concentration
sample also

scheduled for December 15, 1969. Fabricationwas

internal

completed on the motor mount, electrical connector

graphic

plate, conductor shell, and sodium tube. All of

spectrograph

the parts

for the mounts which hold the 40 thermo-

couples have been fabricated. The stand for the
thermal scanner was designed and drafting has begun.
A computer program was written to reduce the

27 elements in the concentration

graphic

contained

of the standard.

For initial

standard.

Each

100 ppm of germanium as an
tests,

spectro-

exposures were made using a 2-meter ARL
in a glovebox

system.

Four spectro-

films were used with a total of,four ex-

posures of each of”the standards, and twelve exposures of each of the synthetic samples. A computer program was used to calculate concentrations

data obtained from the thermal scanner. The pro-

of the six elements from the optical density meas-

gram takes the thermocouplereadings from paper tape

urements of two analytical lines for four of the

and prints out a temperaturemap of the cladding

elements end one analytical line for two of the

surface, When a bubble exists in the bond, temper-

elements (Table 464-VI).

atures deviate from the “normal,
” and the map shows

Table 464-VI

the size and shape of the bubble. Subsequentmaps

Analysis of Prepared NaCl Samples

plot the bubble movement.
A rigorous analysis of the heat transfer
problem in the gas seal region was completed. The
maximum O-ring temperature expected in the gas seal

Element. and
Wavelength (~) Sample
Al, 2575

1
2

150
50

129
54

13
16

Al, 3082

1
2

150
so

133
51

15
16

Ca, 3179

1
2

1s0
50

119
38

11
17

Cr, 3021

1
2

50
150

51
1s2

16
11

1
2

50
150

50
134

14
11

Fe, 3021

1
2

50
150

49
144

14
8

Mg, 2779

1
2

150
50

125
44

11
8

Mg, 2782

1
2

1s0
so

130
37

9
16

Ni, 3002

1
2

50
150

44
126

12
10

Ni, 3050

1
2

50
150

46
124

9
10

region is 21O”F. The heat transfer analysis is
being extended to the outer shell wall to determine
the temperaturesexpected in the vicinity of the
slip ring assembly.
VI.

ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY
(O. R. Simi, R. T. Phelps)

A.

General

Fe, 2488

Specific analytical techniques have been developed and evaluated to cope with the problems encountered in the investigationof fuel/clad compatibility. The results of many of these special
analyses are given in several sections of the report in Project 464.

A brief sumnary of some of

the techniques, and the problems to which they were
applied, iS given below.
B.

Current Results

1.

Spcctroanalysisof Sodium
A previously described spectrochemicalmethod

38

Contentration
Added
Found Rel. Std.
(ppm)
(ppm) Dev. (1 u)

The two concentrationsobtained by measuring
two analytical lines for each element were not
statisticallydifferent, indicating that either line

could be used.

The relative standard deviation

[1 o) ranged between 8 and 17 percent. The fact
that several measured concentrationsare significantly lower than the known value probably is a result of the large number of elements in the standards and samples. The method will be tested using
the hot cell spectrographicfacility for repeated
analyses of samples and standards having fewer
added impurities.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

B.

Revision of 6Li and 7Li Data Sets
A revised veraion of the ENDF/B library (Ver-

Baaic to the evaluation of various fast breeder
concepts end proposals are the analytical tech-

sion 2) is planned for the fall

of 1969.

nique and physical data used in the analyses.

are in the process

revised

Valid comparisons between different concepts and

data acts for submission

of preparing

to the CSEWG.

Hence, we
6

Li and 7Li

Minor

proposals depend on minimization of differences in

changea made in 1967 and 1968 by the UKAEAwill

results due to methods of analyses. To this end,

incorporated

the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory is cooperating

clude:

with other AEC laboratoriesand contractors in the

from 0.001 to 0.0001 eV, and 2) a alight

development of evaluated cross-sectiondata and

the 6Li (n,a)

associated processing codes. In addition,

the form used to describe

Laboratory
tenance

is working

of digital

the nuclear
Laboratory

analyaia

uating

pertinent

of faat breeder

concepts.

programming

analyaia.

reactor

modifying,

systems

Finally,

the performance

faat breeder

and main-

programs

is alao adapting,

ating modular
nuclear

on the development

computer

the

The

and evalu-

for comprehensive

the Laboratory

characteristic

1) extending

is eval-

codes,

A.

are being made.

I3)and/or a Maxwellian

present

6LI and 7Li files utilize
loss form to describe

except

possible,

energy

loss
The

the discrete

the secondary

energy

T.thas been found that these distrifor the (n,n’y) reaction,

files by about 25%.

Accurate predictions of reactor design param-

In the

distribution.

by Mexwellian

tions and at the same time reduce

General

Because of

as a discrete

(E’=E-

equally well approximated

CROSS-SECTION PROCUREMENT, EVALUATION, AND
TESTING (M. E. Battat, D. J. Dudziak, R. J.
LeBauve, R. E. Seamen)

the secondary neutron

the secondary energy distributions

butions,
II.

change in

Major changes in

imposed by the ETOE-MC2proceaaing

distribution.

concepts.

the lower range of the data

ENDF/B must be expressed

energy

of various

be

The changea in-

data below 1 keV.

energy diatributiona
reatri.ctions

to

in these data sets,

distribu-

the size of the

For the revised

the Maxwellian

can be

sets, wherever

form will be incorporated.

eter, such as critical masa, eodium worth, and
c.

spectral reaponae, require the development and
maintenance of up-to-date baeic microscopic nuclear
data files. To meet this end, a national cooperative program is in progress to prepare an evaluated

Testing

Data

We have recently
Neutron

Cross Section

nuclear data file (ENDF/B). The large amount of

gether with the theoretical

data, makea the mainte-

a continuing

task.

In addition,

The information

gallium data for

ENDF/Bia continuing.

of the capture

is needed

in evaluating

calculations.

40

data prior

Preparation

cross section

.

(MF = 3, MT

to give the correct

and testing

to use in reactor

of

The smooth

a
when added to the resonance

the microscopic

graph-

on the BNL tapes has

to LASL tapea.

= 102) has been altered
large effort

at BNL tapes contain-

been transferred

component
nance of ENDF/B

Center

from the National

ing ENDF/B data for H20, D20, polyethylene,
ite, and ZrH.

experimental data which is becoming available, to-

received

component.

total

.

D.

10’

Processing Codes

1

1

1

1

1

3.93 . 10J

1.27
j 10’

Work is continuing on the comparison of the
I

three versions of the MC2 code available at LASL.
I

These three versions (BNLMC2, WAPMC2, and BAWMC2)
were described

For a test problem
239
Pu and 12C
for

in LA-4284-MS.

in which multigroup
were generated,

constants

results using

were in excellent

f>(d)
102

>

I
,1.lb

1

637b
-1
(suPeR1oa

the three versions
The test problem

agreement.

\

I

/

I

was
I

run using a Pl fundamental

mode calculation

for

both the fine- and ultrafine-group

options.

the test problem

using the

ultrafine-group
peripheral

(35 broad
option,

processor

groups)

the central

execution

processor

figures

It appears

tute (RPI) modifications

processor

However,

time.

to 156,0008

Polytechnic

incorporated

a considerable

quires about 220,0008
compared

the corres-

for BAWMC2 were 160 and 600 sec.

that the Rensselaer

indeed effect

and

times for WAPMC2

were 180 and 1800 see, respectively;
ponding

For

for WAPMC2.

tropic neutronics

locations
A problem

re-

,.-1

as
has

PI fundamental

(ultrafine-group

., (rrm)

in BAWMC2 do

the BAWMC2 version

core storage

\

Insti-

saving in peripheral

also been run using a consistent
mode calculation

~
101:
2
:
:
:
.
:
~
:
.
: 100
a
:

option)

Results

(“c’)

I

for aniso-

with all three versions.

r
</0>-’

I

I

0.22
1.W

obtained

in the MC2 code has

difficulty

been that group-averaged

self-scatter

.n.rcy

.N.ro.

(k.v)

numbers

heavy nuclides.

In the resonance

In MC2, u

is taken as the broad-group

transport

the sum of s1l other reaction

broad-group
possible

region

is computed

g+g

cross sections.

for the

last

and transfer

transport

that it is

and transfers,

that, in the fine-group
in MC2, the elastic

scattering

lated using a reciprocal

computation

component

averaging

for

lies in the fact

cross-section

is calcu–

l/.>-l;

where-

<
the elastic downscatter,

as all others,

including

are calculated

using a direct

if the cross section

238U.
465-1. Elastic scatter cross section for

broad group in this region from 0.167 to 0.214 keV,
/
\-1 givea a value of
reciprocal averaging lllo~
0.077 b, whereas

average fa>.

tained using

varying function of energy, the difference between
the two methods is not very great. The elastic

the SUPERTOG

code 1 recently

Figure 465-2 shows group-averaged
port cross sections
MC2 using
averaging;

[ue(l - IL)]

activated

elastic

as computed

averaging; MC2 using direct
238
end SUPERTOG for
U for an energy

to 0.25 lethargy

The energy

intervals

increments.

An option will be put into MC2 allowing
user

to

choose either

ing for the elastic
The WAPMC2
sons with

resonance region is certainly not in this category,
238U
. For a

SUPERTOG.

transby:

reciprocal

range from 50 eV to 10 keV.
correspond

scatter cross sections for a heavy nuclide in tbe

however, as is shown in Fig. 465–1 for

a \ givea 81.1 b.
< e/
is a value of 63.7 b ob-

averaging

at LASL.

Nor-

is a relatively slowly

direct

A.Lao shown in the figure

cross sec-

tion to be less than the sum of cross sections
all other reactions

and

cross section

The reason

for the broad-group

Fig.

cross sec-

tions (ag+g) as output by the MC2 code often occur
as negative

mally,

10-3

*

were in good agreement.

An unexplained

minus

—

lo-:~

direct

or reciprocal

transport

cross section.

code has been ueed in other compari-

the ENDFIB multigroup
The SUPERTOG

fine” treatment

the
averag-

processing

code is limited

of the data

code,

to an “all

(69, 99, or 299 groups)
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, ,

‘O’
E——————
ifl.

!
1.

.

1

----- @8/)
—
swum

correspondingto radiua r:

Flux vectors

L

compatible

with the teat problem

ready in use have been obtained

al-

from the DTF-IV

code for use in debugging.

An LA report
drafted,
format)

and minor revisions

fications

‘“-’”7

m

a<

the LAM code ia being
(principally

are being made in the code.

be checked

--l

describing

in detail
originally

for conformance
outlined

gamma-ray

will

with the apecl-

for it.

There haa been a proposal
Subcommittee

in output

The code

made to the Shielding

of the CSEWG to alter the format for

production

data in the ENDF/B

file.

Work

ia in progreaa to convert the sodium gamma-ray data
into the proposed format in order to estimate the

Fig. 465-2.

Group averaging
for 238u.

section

transport

cross

amount of work involved in the translationand to
see what changes would be necessitated in the LAPH

but is capable
tions

of generating

up to Pa, whereaa

are generated

by MCZ.

multigroup

cross aec-

only two tables

(PO and PI)

calculations
238
U and
were performed for two heavy nuclides,
12
239
Pu, and two light nuclidea,
Cand14N.
It can

Comparative

be seen from Table 465-I that for the heavy nuclides there ia general
tiona, except
reaaon

code.

III .
A.

REACTOR ANALYSIS
EVALUATION

A continuing

taak in fast reactor analyal.s and

is the improvement

of computer

programs

agreement

the elaatic

for poor agreement

and the development
In addition

of new computational

to new methods,

being made in computer
for the light nuclides
Table

465-II,

ences

in the high-energy

advancea

in this caae being noted

in the table and diacusaed

need further

AND CONCEPT

General

evaluation

for all croaa aec–
238
U, the
scatter for

METHODS

above.

The agreement

sible the extension

is alao good, as ahown in

but there are some serious
elaatic

technology

of existing

methods.

are constantly

which make pos-

calculational

techniques.

differ-

components

which

B.

investigation.

Synthesis of Static MultiRroup Transport Theory
(R. E. Alcouffe)As a continuing effort to account for two-

E.

Shielding

Methods

The Loa Alamoa
retrievea

dimenaional transport leakage effects using one-

Photon Production

data from the ENDF/B

a photon production

matrix

groupa and G photon-energy
progress

toward calculating

code (LAPH)

densities

group flux vectors

dimenaional diffusion code 2DB haa been modified to

for N neutron-energy

accept leakage information from transport calcula-

groupa.

tion.

Work ia now in

a photon source vector

S(:) using the G x N photon production
the atom number

dimensional transport calculations, the two-

file and constructs

matricea

Ai, and the neutron

$(~), where

the aubacript

Ui,

broad-

This allows en effective two-dimensional

syntheaia from one-dimensionalcalculations. The
procedure

for doing

this is:

1. One-dimensional

Sn calculations are performed
in each of the transverse directions on the
system,

i

refera to the ~th material in the zone
2.
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Leakage coefficients applicable to a twodimenaional diffusion theory are calculated
from the above calculated fluxes and currcnta,
and

I

TABLE 465-1
CROSS SECTLON

DIFFERENCES

BETWEEN MC2 AND SUPERTOG,

HEAVY NUCLIDES

239PU
238U

Energy Range 1 eV - 87 keV
(resonance
Difference
Maximum
Average
Cross Section

~~

Unresolved capture
Unresolved fission
Resolved capture
Resolved fission
Total capture
Total fission
Nu
Total inelastic
N-2N
Elastic transportl
Elastic transport
Elastic transports

0.6
0.5
2,5
2.5
1.4
1.5

re~ion only)
Energy at
Maximum Difference
—

1.0
0.7
5.8
9.4
5.8
8.9

5.5
15
6.5
8.3
6.5
8.3

-

7.1
19
8.3
11
8.3
11
-1

keV
keV
eV
v

Energy Range 48 eV - 10 MeV
Difference
Energy at
Average
Maximum
Maximum Difference
J.?l-~
1.2

2,9

41

-

52

keV

3.6

8.1

79

- 100

eV

1.5
1.4
3.1
0.9
3.1
0.2
95.1
13.3

8.1
3.4
5.7
2.1
5.7
0.4
199.5
39.2

79
0.64
6.1
52
6.1
15
0.17
79

- 100
0.82
7.8
- 67
7.8
- 19
0.21
- 100

eV
MeV
MeV
keV
MeV
keV
keV
eV

,
~At energies above the resolved resonance region (above 43 keV)
3Resolved resonance region with <l/u~-l
averaging
Resolved resonance region with <o&
averaging

TABLE 465-II
CROSS SECTION

DIFFERENCES

BETNEEN MC2 AND SUPERTOG,

LIGHT NUCLIDES
12C

14N
Energy Range 48 eV - 10 MeV
Difference
Average
Maximum
Energy at
Cross Section
Capture
Total inelastic
N-P
N-a
Total elastic (Po)
Total elastic (Pl)

3.

(%)

(%)

0.2
1.8
0.9
1.2
6.5
11,0

0.4
2.3
8.9
2.8
14.6
21.0

Maximum
0.50
4.7
0.39
1.1
6.1
6.1

The two-dimensional
diffusion calculation is
performed on the system to obtain the “aynthesized” two-dimeneional
flux and eigenvalue.

Difference
-

0.64 MeV
6.1
0.50
1.4
7.8
7.8

I

Energy Range 0.45 keV - 10 MeV
Difference
Average
Energy at
Maximum
(%)
(%)
Maximum Difference
1.9

5.1

4.7

- 6.1

MeV

5.7
6.1
9.1

9.3
20.1
26.0

4.7
6.1
6.1

- 6.1
- 7.8
- 7.8

M V

In order to amplify

Step 2, examine

term from the two-dimensional
leakage expression

around

cylindrical

the mesh point

1

the leakage
diffusion
(Vi,Zj):

(1)

43

where

the normal

finite difference

The information

approximation

supplied

~

in the reflector

~’$i+l.i-$i.i

a

‘i+l

‘i+%

regions

to Eq. 4 may be im-

a source

proved by also performing

flux calculation

of the system.

done by utilizing

leakage information

from Step 1.

The above procedure has been tested
Equation

has been rode.

1 is the term normally

used to eati.mate two-dimensional
diffusion

coefficients

Di,j

(–)

leakage, with

being estimated

the

by

Sn code 2EIFto calculate
fluxes

‘

1 may be summarized

Equation

cross section.

as

The procedure
Li,j($i,j

- Bi,j(I$i,j

- 41i,j_1).
(2)

and fluxes are available

port calculation,

-

jr,i+k,j

The leakage

‘i,j

‘i-k

=

$i,j

These preliminary
cant improvement

- $i,j

formulation

discrete

(4)

.

- +i,j-1

is, therefore,

two-dimensional

c.

consistent

diffusion

leakage

with the
term.

results

even though

Preparation

control

provide

codes.

consequently,

in

ia more than

of Code Packa~es

of Existing

The UPDATE

S“ Methods

program3

facilities

One advantage

that no modification

ia obtained

the leakage

and Maintenance

Improvement

cards

show that a signifi-

losses.

Carmichael).

standing

44

50.5%

in the eigenvalue

50% of the neutron

1.
his

52.5%

jr,i-k.i.

2
-n(r
ii% - r~_k) j= 1 ,_%
‘Ijj

1.0054
1.0226
1.0161
0.9035

aUsing leakage coefficients calculated from
core fluxes and currents.
b
Using leakage coefficients calculated from
both core and reflector fluxes and currents.

1

r~_k) j= 1 ~~+

+i,j+l

1.0425
1.1084
1.0412
0.8782

Contribution of leakage
to neutron 10ss

this example,

=

ESTIMATES
LEAKAGE

Eiszenvalue
Case 2
Case 4

of Calculation

2DF
2DB=
2DBb
2D13 unmodified

$i, j - $i-l,j
-r(r~ ~-

are shown in

TABLE 465-III

- $i,j

‘$i+l,j
“i

Iti

The re-

code.

Table 465-III.

term.

jr

ri+

systems.

and using the

calculations

the dif-

-2n Az

‘2r

‘i$j

represent

in the leakage

of Eq. 2 then become:

‘i, j =

calculations

sults of the efgenvalue

(3)

az ~,j+k

coefficients

=

cylindrical

EIGENVALUES FROM VARIOUS
OF TRE TWO-DIMENSIONAL

may be used to more adequately

These are

in the diffusion

from a trans-

~

appearing

to the results

above was tested using one-

alQ
ar i~,j

= ‘Di,j+%

fusion coefficients

described

transport

Method
jz,i,j+k

identical

#2 and #4 in Ref. 2.

leakages

the equationa

‘Di+w

of the

using these coef-

- ‘$i-l,j)
dimensional

+ Ti,j@i,j+l - ‘+i,j)

the results

The systems used as a test were describ-

ed as examples

resulting

When currents

codes;

small fast, fully reflected

(%
- $id)
i$j x %,j(’$i+i>j

as leakage coeffi-

calculation

ficients were virtually

ET= is the transport

and currents.

was formulated

for the diffusion

from 2DF.
where

transport

subsequent diffusion

i$j

by

two-dimensional
cients

3zTr

first

using the two-dimensional
This information

1

=

Thi.s is

etc. ,

- ‘i

and the

(B. U.
CDC-GGOO

for linking

to UPDATE

free-

linking

to the codes are required;

the free-standing

capabilities

are

IS

preserved.

In the linking procedure,

put data files, as well as program
stored

on the UPDATE

The DTF–IV

.

input and out-

files, are

tape.

.

Experience

The files on

tape for this case are:

involved

in solving

gained

plified

module

a complete

1.

Read DTF-IV input from regular input stream
and store same on UPDATE tape.

LASL-supplied

Solve regular DTF-IV problem and store regular
flux and regular angular flux on UPDATE tape.

have been with

Repeat

Step 2 for adjoint

Loaded.

Most of the problems

is expected

are resolved,

5.

Recall all data files, except regular and adjoint total flux files from UPDATE tape for
input to DAC1.

on the burnup-refueling

The UPDATE

diffusion-burnup-ref

ueling

reactor

and burnup

may be used to modify

example,

n might be varied

runs or the convergence
Where

appropriate,

or adjoint,
to restart

runa.

in successive

criterion

a problem.

a given configuration

For

Burnup

regular
tape

Once the DTF-IV problems

for

are solved and the results

bation

runs

be executed

DTF-IV

flux data are recalled

of different
in which

pertur-

the loading

the

Once

compilers.

of NUO03

much difficulty.

tape.

The LA report

Code (T. J. Hirons).
code PHENIX

ia a two-dimensional

criticality

primarily

6

has been writ-

multigroup

code for uae in fast
The code

analysis.

for fuel-cycle

analysis

fast reactora

and can be used to calculate

tailed bumup

and refueling

reactor

concepts

ment scheme.
searches

having

history

on material

for the spatial

fuel manage-

or region

at any time during
option

flux shifts

the de–

keff calculations

concentration

The refueling

of

of fast breeder

any generalized

Either orindary

sions can be performed
history.

the same

from the UPDATE

PHENIX

ten.

is designed

might be varied.

from the UPDATE

are stored on tape, SXIY number
might

any

DTF-IV

the total flux, either

would be recalled

so far
between

input
3.

of the input data files for subsequent

is being

encountered

to proceed without

Read DAC1 perturbation
stream and store same.

facilities

modu–

NUCO03 with

routines

FORTRAN-IV

4.

input from regular

module

the lack of compatibility

and CDC-6600

for use

the one-dimensional

Input and output

these differences

problem.

are atandardized.

to use the complete

theory computational

IBM-360/75

with sim-

is also being modified

Instead of trying

can

Better

programming.

lar system as with DATATRAN,

problem

(modules)

thus eliminating

can also be promoted

input lists which

The ARC syatem5
at LASL.

are:

3.

units

groups,

the need for costly duplicate
program documentation

transport

2.

through use of the LAMPS sys-

tem should show that program
easily be shared between

DTF-IV program
DAC1 program
Regular flux
Adjoint flux
Regular angular flux
Ad joint angular flux
DTF–IV input
DAC1 perturbation input
The steps

Data lists generated by free-standing codes and
modules (as well as the modules and freestanding codes themselves) may be saved on usersupplied tapes for later recall and use.

Sn code and the DAC1 perturbation

code have been linked by this method.
the UPDDATE

3.

or

dimen-

the burnup

of the code accounts

over the reactor

life-

Effects of this flux shift were presented
7
recently,
and are discussed in detail in Ra.f. 8.
time.

2.

Modular

A modified

Programming

version

Systems

(A. F. McGirt).

of the XAPL DATATRAN

For each burnup

System4

(renamed LAMPS for Los ~lamos ~odular~rogramming
~stem)

ia now fully operational

6600 computers.

All of the basic

RAPL system have been retained.
these features
1.

2.

on the LASL CDCfeaturea

Series of functional program units (modules)
linked to perform a specific task,
may be easily
Free-standing codes may be executed and linked
in the environment of the LAMPS system with
almost no additional user programming effort,
and

history,

operations:

Calculates, for each fuel isotope in each
zone, both the atom density of the fuel
fraction to be discharged and the atom
density following the refueling,

b.

Calculates, for each fuel isotope, the
total charge and discharge (in kg) of the
entire reactor,

c.

Collapses the atom density data for any
number of regions, e.g., all the radial or
axial blanket regions, into a single total
charge and discharge, and

of

are:

in the fuel-cycle

the following

a.

of the

Some examples

interval

the code performs

45

d.

Punches on cards the charge-discharge mass
balances for input to a reactor economics
code (if desired).

a modification
include

of this cell model was required

the effect

which are present
All of these calculations
spatial

flux shifts

reflect

the spectral

from one burnup

and

to

interval

mately

An abstract
publication

of this code has been submitted

to Nuclear

Science

will also be submitted

for

and Engineering.

to the Argonne

It

1:3.5 (BeO to fuel).

the appropriate

modified
Fast Reactor Design Analysis
R. E. Alcouffe)
1.

Heterogeneous

Effects
LMFBR,

the neutron

resolved

resonance

sile elements.
sections

In the resonance

of heterogeneity

shielding.

This section

investigation
reactor

extend

presents

QES?SQ

of U02-PU02,

in the blanket

The MC2 code

was used to process

MC2 RUNS
Axial Blanket
Homox.
Heter.

1.85
1.68
1.75
1.58
1.63
2.19
2.34
1.54
4.96
2.71
3.83
1.07

importance

results

indicate

effects

lower the

1.57
1.35
1.40
1.30
1.21
1,59
1.70
1.35
3.41
2.02
3.06
1.36

into a 49-energy-group

structure.

lethargy

width

The Qth

energy

that the heterogeneous
shielding
238
U Oc by anywhere from 4 to 10%

values

and correspond

to the fine groups

group was a broad

group covering

Since the resonance

because

given are lower

of the greater

is mixture-dependent,

in the axial

shielding

caused by the higher

blanket.

Using cross sections

from both the homo-

in
the

self-

four diffarent

were performed

to determine

the effects

self-shielding.

diffusion

of both homogeneous

geneous MC2 calculations,

two-

were

on the pancake

LMFBR.

The breeding

ratios

are given in Table 465-V.

and hetero-

using both core and axial

atom densities.
The heterogeneous or cell
2
calculation in MC ia limited to two regions, and

For ‘the homogeneous
criticality

and heterogeneous

calculations

MC2 analyses,

were performed

using

two

blanket

sets

of cross sections

and core cross sections
46

.

These
for the clean reactor

four runs consisted

theory calculations

of
performed

and resonance

MC2 runs, 49-group

MC2
dimensional

heterogeneity

The

resonance aelf238
u content in the

geneous and heterogeneous
analyses

regions.

(10 MeV to 61 eV) are each of 0.25

range 61 to 8 eV.

shielding

The

The
blanket

MC2 .

of breed-

parameters.

cross
cross section

first 48 groups

1.48
1.26
1.31
1.21
1.11
1.44
1.54
1.27
3.10
1.88
2.78
1.27

in the calculation

in both the core and axial blanket
sections

is of

~oMoGENEouS

ing ratio and other fuel-cycle

ENDF/B

of the

This parameter

~
1.94
1.78
1.85
1.65
1.76
2.38
2.57
1.61
5.45
2.85
4.19
1.11

considerable

mixture,

respectively.

10

region.

-

38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

LMFBR9 was used in

blanket

cross sec-

from these four MC2 runa

Core

parameters.

U02 density

the total capture

Oc FOR
AND HETEROGENEOUS

self-

of lJ32 and 16% of the theoreti-

fuel pin and homogenized

of the

above.

TABLE 465-IV

cal denalty in the homogenized core mixture.
The
238
U atom densities of the axial blanket are 90%
and 24% of theoretical

cell described

for

using both the

repreaentations

groups cover the majority

results of an

The core fuel consists

density

regions,

238U ~OM

and the clean blanket fuel contalna only U02. The
238
U atom density in a core fuel pin is 60% of the
theoretical

these

resonance

cross

on fast breeder

A large pancake mixed-oxide
the analyaia.

resolved

include

and resonance

and fuel-cycle

mesh

then performed

is abovn for the latter 12 groups of the 49-group
structure;

into the

the multigroup

of these effects

physics

In a typical

region should

the effects

Fine-energy

region.

and heterogeneous

In Table 465-IV,

region of the fertile and fis-

Aa a result,

fraction of BaO was smeared

tion of 238 U as calculated

Self-Shielding

Calculations.

flux spectra

For the MC2 Cell runs,

MC2 calculations”were

two-region

aa

10 a ratio of approxi-

(T. J. Hirons and

and Resonance

on Fast Breeder

volume

into the outer coolant

homogeneous
D.

present

both core and axial blanket

the LA report Is published.

L14FBR being

The BeO pins have the same diameter

(49-group)

Code Center

to

oxide pins

in the mixed-oxide

the fuel pins and”are

another.

when

analyzed.

of the beryllium

(both core and axial blanket),
alone.

The effect

of

.

heterogeneitydecreases the reactor breeding ratio

I!M31.,E
465-V

by 1.4% for the two-set cross-sectioncase (about a
BREEDING
RATIOSFORCLRANREACTOR

1.2% decrease when core cross sections only are
used) .

The effect

of resonance

self-shielding

on

Cross-

Two

Section
the breeding

ratio can be seen by comparing

heterogeneous

or homogeneous

one - and two-set

calculation

cross-section

for heterogeneous,

2.0% error

A Monte Carlo calculation
cell is presently

being

this calculation

Initial Breeding
Ratio

1.100

Z Error

for homogeneous).
of the actual

aReference

of

cell used in the MC2

leakage

using

development

Collapsing

of a Space-Energy

1.124

1.137

2.2

3.4

information

BurnuP and Fuel11
In a recent report,
the initial

of a space-energy

collapsing

applicable

to fast reactor

fuel-cycle

discussed,

and some preliminary

scheme

analysis

contained

in a reference

is preserved

the condensed

was

requirement

fine-

in a calculation
However,

parameters.

is imposed by using this method

to Fast Reactor

Cycle Analysis.

1.115
1.4

caae

group calculation

Scheme Applicable

l!Q!!Q&

a check on the valid-

two-region

Development

Heter.

reactor

Results

runs.

2.

One CrossSection Set

setsa

Heter.
_!k!!Q&_

for the

(2.2% error

formulated.

will provide

ity of the modified

cases

either

a penalty

in that the storage

In order to justify

is increased.

this

penalty,

the consequences

of using various

mations

for the collapsing

of the leakage

are

approximations

commonly

examined

approxi-

here.

results were given
Three leakage-collapse

for the energy collapse.
used or proposed
Discussed

in this section

fast reactor parameters
energy
ences

collapsing

of different

methods

on

of

the leakage and 2) the differ-

in fuel–cycle

space-dependent

are 1) the effects

parameters

obtained

and fundamental-mode

been formulated
LMFBR. 9

for neutron
and applied

The methods

diffusion

codes have

to a large mixed-oxide

may be described

as:

1. Flux averaged transport cross section,

from using

collapsing

spectra.

Effects

a.
Various

LeakaEe

of spectral
constants

differences

resentative

calculation

parameters.

the fine-group

problem

group cross-section
and are assumed

insensitive

cross-section

data.

energy-averaged
broad group.
treatment

code

10

for

A collapsing
parameter
exactly,

technique

This procedure

to

the eigenvalue,
rates in each

includes

of the leakage which

~g,,

z

,

J-

diffusion

kids

“u”:,::
,

kc g

/

coefficient

~.vl$

J

k, I ‘s ‘

‘I

pro-

has been devel-

flux, and reaction

t):,,=

coefficient

k,l

Flux gradient-averaged

such as MC2

to the averaging

o
&’l

diffu-

from a multi-

diffusion

kc g

3.

them from the fundamental

the broad-group

oped which preserves,

D;,, =

begin-

The group constants

preparation

cedure used to derive

a

space–dependent

are obtained

Flux-averaged

at some rep-

(for example,

This fine-group

2.

of group

is then used to derive broad-group

sion equation

of

The treatment

by first performing

reference

state of the system

ning of life).

derive

Methods.

in the calculation

can be improved

fine energy-mesh

spectrum

on Fast Reactor Parameters

Collapsing

a consistent

insures that the

‘here

‘k,l
tion, and D

is the fine–group

g,I
fusion coefficient

in region

fined by the spatial
tions are spatially
on the surfaces

transport

is the appropriate

dif-

I, a region being de–

area in which
constant.

is approximated

finite difference

cross sec–

broad-group

the cross sec-

The gradient

term

by a first-order

formula.
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TABLE 465-VI
EFFECT OF LEAKAGE COLLAPSE
UPON FAST BREBDBR PARAMETERS

Parameter

Reference

1.0112
1.0105

1.0129
1.0191

1.O111
1.0135

1.0137
---

Final keff

0.9836

8
4

0.9840
0.9836

0.9848
0.9905

0.9834
0.9857

0.9858
---

Initial BR

1.1472

8
4

1.1463
1.1466

1.1426
1.1302

1.1454
1.1396

1.1420
---

Final BR

1.1795

8
4

1.1794
1.1788

1.1757
1.1632

1.1777
1.1717

1.1750

is reduced

160.1

eters resulting

reference

160.1
160.3

set of cross

to 8 and 4 groups,

respectively,

from the calculations

calculation

are the parameters

treatment

159.1
154.8

using the 8-

159.5
158.3

In conclusion,
collapse

of the cross-section

extended

to spatial

method)

of the leakage reduced

Obtained

to 8

Comparison

b.

from the

of using any of the three approximations

ence case.
4-group

are not very severe

are calculated
There

within

calculation

calculation
maximum

for case 1, In which

calculation

the current

a negative
This effect

is manifested

this reason,
tory since

in case

of a spec-

across

the possibility

case.

to ensure

againat

For

ia unsatisfac-

it requires a careful combination of
coefficients.

each burnable

using the LMFBR
1.

The collapsing

the consistent

cross sections

isotope

of fuel-

treatment

of the

set of broadappropriate

in each reactor

for

zone.

negative

The use of the initial
spectrum

la profitable,

tial and energy

two-dimensional

if the changes

distribution

fine

in the spa-

of the flux in time

are such that the resultant

spectrum

from the reference

is not very

calculation.

If theee

changea are small or if the group structure

chosen to be consistent with the expected

of

in the collapse.

in the 4-group

in Section

and the use of a separate

group microscopic

different

In the lower

this type of averaging

in order

diffusion

with a

changes sign frequently

coefficient

leakage

This comparison

was performed

includes

Parameters
and Fundamental-

the breed-

However,

term.

introducing

diffusion

in the

The 4-group

fails because

on the gradient

a region boundary

groupa

by 1.5%.

error of less than -0.7%.

effect

groups,

0.5% of the refer-

of Fuel-Cycle

Spectra.

designg mentioned
technique

in that all

in case 2 is still satisfactory

3, the 4-group

tral

for the

is a marked deterioration

ing ratio is underestimated

cannot be

(as can the consistent

from UslnK Space-Dependent

cycle parameters
This table of data shows that the consequences

parameters

this method

of

esti-

and still retain this accuracy.

Mode Collapsin&

calculation

collapse

of

method

in Table 465-VI.

resulting

and 4 groups.

8-group

However,

only spectral

data, the method

a satisfactory

the leakage.

.

159.4
---

if one performs

caae 2 ia probably
mating

The param-

spectrum.

data are listed along with those result-

ing from the reference

consistent

8
4

formulaa were tested in calcu-

using the two-dimensional

Also included

—Caae 3

8
4

in which a 49-group

and 4-group

AuProximate
Case 2

1.0109

These approximate
lations

Case 1
——

Initial keff

Pu discharge

sections

Consistent

QE2Yl?

the initial

investment

in the reference

will yield

fuel-cycle

reaulta which

throughout

the bumup

history

ia verified
To begin
erence
section

below

group collapsing

are accurate

system

This

chosen.

a 49-fine-group

waa performed

data processed

changes,

calculation

of the reactor.

for the reactor

the calculation,

calculation

is

using ENDF/B

refcroaa-

by MC2, but with no broad-

performed

by MC2.

The fine-group

.

cross sections and leakage coefficientswere con-

and the other on the axial blanket atom densities

densed to 8 and 4 broad groupa, using the two-

and spectrum. Results of these fuel-cycle analyses

dimensional space-dependentspectrum. Burnup anal-

showed a slight reduction in the range of errors

yses, using these broad-group structures,were then

incurred relative to the use of core cross sections

carried out over the first six burnup intervals.

only. For example, errors in the breeding ratio

Refueling was performed between burnup intervals

using 4-group cross sections generated directly

according to the prescribed fuel management sched-

from MC2 ranged from -10.3.to –7.1% with two sets

ule.

The 49-group reference calculationwas per-

formed through the first burnup interval. Parallel

as compared with -11.1 to -8.3% when one cross–
section set was used.

burnup analyses, using 8- and 4-group cross secThe main conclusion to be drawn from these re-

tions generated directly from MC2, were also performed to compare the effects of using spacedependent and fundamental-modecollapsing spectra.
All fine- and broad–group criticality and fuel–

sults is that, when cross-sectiondata is averaged
over a representativetwo-dimensionalfine-group
spectrum, the fuel-cycleparameters are relatively
insensitiveto the number and distributionof ener-

cycle calculationswere performed using twodimensional diffusion theory.

gy groups used. This success ia due to the fact
that the neutron spectrum changes very little from

The results of the collapsed analyses (8 from
49 and 4 from 49) were virtually identical and dif-

the beginning-of-lifespectrum during the entire
reactor lifetime. This is not true of the same

fered from the 49-group calculationby less thsn

analysis performed on the same system using param-

0.2% in keff, breeding ratio, and plutonium content

eters derived from fundamental-modeor infinite-

in the blankets at the end of the first burnup

medium spectra. The results are very sensitive to

fnterval. A 2-from-49 analysis was also performed,

the number of groups and their distribution in the

resulting in less than 1% error in all parameters.

energy domain. Confidence in the results can be

The 49-fine-groupcalculationwas rerun at the

obtained only by increasing the number of groups to

beginning of the fifth burnup interval,but the

show that the results have not chang”ed. Therefore,

resultant collapse yielded no significant changes

before performing a fuel-cycle analyais on a given

from the broad–group cross sections calculated at

system, it is recommended that as detailed a calcu-

beginning-of-life. This indicates that the changes

lation as

in the time-dependentspectrum have been adequately

of-life and from this few-group parameters appro–

accounted for by both the 8- and 4-group structures.

priate for the time–dependentanalysis be derived.

ia

possible be performed at the beginning-

For the 8-group analysis using cross sections
averaged over a fundamentalcore spectrum generated
by MC2, errors in the breeding ratio (comparedwith
the collapsed analysea) over the first six burnup

E.

ComputationalTechniques for Repetitively
Pulsed Reactors (G. C. Hopkins)
In a repetitivelypulsed reactor excited by

some form of accelerator and synchronouslypulsed

intervals ranged from -2.9 to -1.6%, while for the
reactivity, a problem arises in determining the
4–group case, this range was -11.1 to -8.3%. The
239
Pu discharge from the axial blanerrors in the
kets for the 8-group analysis ranged from -4.1 to
-2.2%, while for the 4-group case the range was
-16.4 to -11.8%. The error decreaaes in time due
to a compensationof larger errors in effective
239
238
PU cross sections used for the burnup
U and

neutronic response in a computationallyefficient
marine
r.

The quasi-stabilizedtime-dependentsolu-

tion to the monoenergeticpoint kinetics equations
is sought with equal, but unknown, initial and
final boundsry conditions. Pulse character&tics
and typical system parameters have been described
previously.12

equations. All of the results given above are
calculated using core atom densities only. The

To date, studies of this problem have involved:
13
approximating the precursor density as a constant;

burnup analyses were also performed using two sets

computationallylong asymptotic approaches to the

based on a single set of cross sections from MC2

of cross sections from MC2, one based on the core
49

14
quaai-stabilizedatate; and considering the power
15
pulse as a delta function.
None of these restric-

Laplace transformof Eqs. land 2, treating p(t)

tions are contained in the present formulation.

and S(t) as constants. After some algebraic manipu-

Two basic cases are being investigated: 1) the

The solution is obtained by starting with the

lations and inverse transforming,the equation aet

.

reappears in the form:
linear problem associatedwith either constant or
a priori known time-dependentreactivitiesand

No = Nn

sources, both during the pulse and off-pulse;and

co = Cn

(5)

2) the nonlinear problem arieing from consideration

z
‘i+l - ali ‘i + a2i Ci + a3i_i

of feedback-dependentreactivity.

Ci+l = bli ‘i ‘b2i

For the first of these cases, then, the problem

i=l,

Ci + b3i ‘i

n-1
(6)

In matrix form, this ia

is to obtain the neutronic response over the cycle

(7)

MIJ= g,
t = O + T, starting from the point kinetic
where

equations:
~=~N(t)

.

.‘0

i-AC(t) +S(t)

0

co

~=fN(t)
dt

- AC(t) ,
~=

.
0

‘1

-i
a31_l

c1

b31sl

.

.

(8)

where
s(t)

-3

t=o+t=t

=0

t-t

P

P

+t=T

Nn

a3n~n
b3nSn

Cn
and, for illustrativepurposes
and
p(t) = PO + PI ain :t
() P

= P.

t=o+t=t

P

,.

10

t=t

P

+t=T

all a21

entire cycle into many time intervals,during each
one of which two approximationsare made:
1) approximating the derivativea and 2) approximating the reactivity,as constants during the interval.
The size of the time interval is then dependent
upon how well both approximationsare satisfied.

M=

-1 0
-1

01
1

Most numerical techniques for solving this
equation set are iterative, based on dividing the

o

1

bll b21
0

.
1“

(9)

.

.

0

.

.

.
aln a2n
. b
in b2n

1 0
01

The solution, & = M-15, is going to depend,

For a problem such as thie, with rapidly varying

either explicitly or implicitly, on some form of

neutron behavior, the derivative approximation

inversion of the matrix M.

leada to a much more stringent time-intervaldeter-

vals, typical for the reactivity approximation,and

mination than does the reactivity approximation.
The Laplace transform-residuemethod, however,

But for 1000 time inter-

the two variables N(t) and C(t), the matrix M is
2000 x 2000, too bulky for efficient manipulation

is not only noniterative but alao involves only one

aa such. However, a quick examination reveala that

approximation--thatfor the reactivity from

no row contains more than three elements, thereby

, which is only a thousandth of the
t=o+t=t
P
entire cycle. The portion of the cycle from

reducing the matrix to two 2000 x 3 arrays: one

+ t = T can be treated as one time interval
t=t
P
without any approximation,in contrast to most

straight Inversion is still out of the question,
however, because each row of the inverse would con-

other techniques.

tain many more than three elements.

so

for the coefficients and one for the indfcea. The

.

A method well suited to this matrix, though, is

6.

R. Douglas O’Dell and Thomas J. Hirons,
“PHENIX, A Two-DimensionalDiffusion-BurnupRefueling Code,” LA-4231, Los A3.amosScienti–
fic Laboratory (in press).

7.

Thomas J. Hirons and R. Douglas O’Dell,
“Models for Fuel-Cycle Analysis in Large Fast
Breeders,” Trans. b. Nucl. Sot. lZ, 38 (1969).

8.

Thomas J. Hirons and R. Douglas O’Dell, “Calculational Modeling Effects on Fast Breeder FuelCycle Analysis,” LA-4187, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (1969).

9.

“Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor Design
Study (1000 MWe U02-PU02 Fueled Plant),”
GF.AP-4418,General Electric Company (1963).

Gaussian elimination. Because of the nature of the
method and the matrix, plus the fact that the diag.
onal already consists of only l’s, a single array

.

of 2000 x 2 and 2 sec of central processor time are
all that is required to effect a solution.
The results of this method can be used as an
initial iteration in solving the other nonlinear
problem associated with feedback reactivity. This
is currently being investigated.
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PROJECT 467

FUEL IRRADIATIONEXPERIMENTS’
Person in Charge:
D. B. Hall
Principal Investigators:R. H. Perkins
J. C. CIifford

I.

INTRODUCTION

evaluate candidate fuel/sodium/cladfuel element

‘he goal of this program is to examine the irradiation behavior of advanced fuels for LMFBRs.
At present the two fuel concepts under study are
sodium-bondedmixed carbides and metals.
The principal effort with carbides centers on

systems for the LMFBR program. In the reference
design, fuel pellets of single-phase (U,PU)C are
separated by a sodium bond from a cladding of Type
316 stainless steel. ‘l%reeseries of experiments
are planned and approval-in-principlehas been re-

the irradiation performanceof high purity, single-

ceived from the AEC.

phase (UO.~puO.*)C produced and characterizedunder
LASL Program 463. Fast flux irradiationof this

following conditions:

The capsules are to be irradiated under the

material, sodium-bondedto Type 316 stainless steel
cladding, at lineal heat ratings of interest to
fast reactor designers is the principal activity.
l%e experiments are designed to determine the degree of fuel swelling, gas release, fuel-sodiumclad interaction,and the migration of fissionable
material and fission products as a function of burn-

Condition

.-

SerIes
1

1. lima] power,kiflft
2.

Fuel

composition

3. SWeiursnium

-

Series
3

- 4s

- 30

[IJo
#u. *)C,single-phase,
sintered
;3s”
235U
23’U

4. Fueldensity
s. Smcnrdensity
6. CladSiZe

Series2

30

90\

9s$

80S

Sol

O.SOO-in.id. x o.olO. iII.

9s%
So$
W,I1

up and fuel density. Thermal flux irradiationsof
7.

Cladtype

316 SS

316 SS

316 SS

12s0

127s

izso

2s50

2100

LASL-producedcarbides also are included to augment
0. Max clad temp, “F

determinationof the effects of high burnup on fuelbond-clad compatibility.
Because of a shift of interest from metal alloys as LMFBR fuels, metal

9. Max fuelcenterlinetmp, “F
10. Bum
up

2130
3 ●lo

tO

a ●10

fuel work has been re-

duced and reoriented. Thermal irradiationsare
being conducted to evaluate the behavior of a U-Pu-

The capsules are doubly contained.
B.

Current Results

Zr alloy produced at LASL during a previously completed alloy developmentprogrsm.l No fast reactor
irradiationsof metal fuels are planned. Supporting out-of-pile effort is directed toward evaluating fuel-claddinginteractions.

A caPsule from Series 1, designated K-(LASL)42B, has operated in EBR-11 to a maximum burnup of
1.5 a/o. The capsule is at EBR-11 for reinsertion
in the X070 subassembly for a burnup to 4.5 a/o
(total).

II.

EBR-11 IRRADIATIONTESTING
(J. O. Barrier)

A second capsule from Series 1, K-36B, is also
at EBR-11 for insertion in the X070 subassembly.

A.

General
Thc purpose of the EBR-11 irradiationsis to

52

Irradiationof X070 is tentatively scheduled to
start in mid-December.

Three additional capsules, K-37B, K-38B, and

considerable refurbishing of control, alarm, and gas

K-39B, have been loaded and are available for ir-

systems was necessary before irradiation experiments

radiation. There is no definite schedule for their

were started. One cell was refurbished for use with

irradiationat this time.

metal fuels (Section 467-IV) and the other was re-

Part of the fuel for Series 3 has been fabricated. Loading of some of the capsules for Series

moved for destructive examination.
B.

Current Results

3 will start during the next quarter.
A replacement cell has been fabricated and op-

The 233U for Series 2 has been received. Fabrication of this fuel will start during the next

erated satisfactorilyfor several weeks at elevated

quarter. Until completion of the fabricationof

temperatures. The alarm system for this cell has

Series 2 fuel, fabrication of the Series 3 fuel

been reworked and modifications and checkout of the

will be interrupted.

gas and control systems are in progress. The first
carbide experiment is being assembled for insertion

111. THERMAL IRRADIATIONSOF SODIUM-BONDEDMIXED
CARBIDES
(J. C. Clifford, R. L. Cubitt, D. C. Kirkpatrick)
A.

in the reactor during the next quarter.
Iv.

THERMAL IRRADIATIONSOF SODIUM-BONDED U-Pu-2r
(J. C. Clifford, R. L. Cubitt, D. C. Kirkpatrick)

A.

General

General
Mixed carbides, sodium-bondedto Type 316

stainless steel cladding, will be irradiated in the

Thermal

irradiationsare being conducted to

LASL Omega West Reactor (OWR), an 8 mW MTR type

evaluate the behavior (intrinsicswelling, migra-

facility. The purpose of the experiments is to de-

tion of fuel constituents,fission gas release,

termine whether fuel, clad, and sodium remain mu-

fuel-sodium-cladcompatibility)of U-Pu-Zr alloys

tually compatible as burnups of interest in the

produced by LASL. Irradiationsare conducted at the

LMFBR program are approached. While fast spectrum

Omega West Reactor in an environmentalcell in which

irradiationsare preferred in order to produce the

temperature changes accompanying reactor power level

power densities and radial temperaturegradients

changes are minimized with electrical heat and with

anticipated in LMFBRs, thezmal irradiationsappear

a variable conductivityheat leak. Using this cell,

acceptable in this instance because the fuel regions

it is possible to minimize thermal cycling of the

of prime interest (those in contact with sodium) for

fuel through phase transformationsthat affect its

compatibilitystudies can be maintained at realistic
235
temperatures. Because of the high
U content of

swelling behavior.

the fuel for thermal flux experiments,power density

of-pile investigationof the compatibilityof LkSL-

at the surface of the fuel will be significantly

produced U-Pu-Zr alloys with Type 316 stainless

higher (a factor of three) than that at the surface

steel and with a vanadium alloy. Of prime interest

of an LMFBR fuel. Whether this difference in power

is the effect of zirconium and oxygen content of the

densitieswill be significant in terms of compati-

fuel on reactions between fuel and stainless steel

bility among fuel, sodium, and clad remains to be

in the temperaturerange SS0 to 750”C.

seen.

Complementaryto the irradiationsis an out-

B.

Current Results

1.

IrradiationExperiments

Experimentswill be conducted in one of two
instrumentedenvironmentalcells installed scmipermanently in the OWR. The principal features of

OWREX-12, a U-15Pu-12Zr fuel experiment which
released fission gas four days after startup, has

these cells, which have been described in detail
2
elsewhere, are: (1) a heat removal and temperature

been disassembledand examined visually. Radio-

control system consisting of a natural convection

graphic inspection of the assembly showed that fuel

sodium loop, electrical heaters, and a variable con-

relocation had occurred in the top capsule. No ab-

ductivity heat leak, and (2) a sweep gas system for

normalitieswere detected in the remaining capsules.

the rapid detection of leaking fuel capsules.

Figure 467-1 shows the failed pin and a portion of

Since the cells had been idle for three years,

a normal pin, the secondary containment for the
53

device. No sodium, except for a residue, was

vis-

ible in this region which pre-test radiographs had
shown to be filled. A circumferentialcrack extending one-third of the way around the capsule was visible in the capsule wall immediately above the lower
closure weld (Fig. 467-2). Several small pits were

k.

Fig. 467-1. Radiograph of a portion of the OWREX12 insert after failure of the top pin. Fuel apparently has reacted with the clad and with the fuel
slug centering device. Thermocouplesand their positioning wires and fuel capsule spacer disks are
visible.
experiment, and a transport container. The stainless steel piece itnnediatelyabove the fuel (near

Fig. 467-2. Fueled half of the failed capsule from
OWREX-12. A crack is visible above the lower closure weld (lower left hand corner of the figure].
Also visible are sodium residues, a thermocouple
and its positioningwire, and a portion of the manipulator.
visible in the lower closure weld opposite the crack.
No other abnormalitieswere noted in this capsule
and none were visible in the other three. The failed
capsule will be examined further as time pennits.

the mid-plane of each capsule) is a cruciform de‘lheevidence of fuel movement throughout the
vice for centering the fuel slug in the capsule.
length of the fuel column, the crack in the capsule
In the failed pin, some fuel is adhering to the cenwall, and the partial or complete loss of sodium
tering device, which appears to be fixed in its
original location. The remainder of the fuel has

from the capsule suggest that sodium was expelled
from a cladding failure located in the heat-affected

moved downward and outward, apparently penetrating
zone of the lower closure weld.

Loss of sodium

the capsule wall.
caused fuel overheat and slumping. The crack is
The capsule was cut open above the centering
54

thought to be peculiar to the nickel-to-stainless
steel closure weld of this capsule.

(Section 464-III) where final polishing is done by

Assembly and inspection of OWREX-13, another

.

hand immediatelybefore assembly of the sandwiches.

U-15Pu-12Zr experiment, was completed and the ex-

The assembled sandwiches are wrapped in zirconium

periment was placed in the reactor at the end of

foil and sealed into stainless steel capsules, using

September. The experiment contains three fuel cap-

the glovebox atmosphere as the cover gas.

sules stacked end on end at the axis of the second-

.

ferred to a high purity inert gas glovebox train

Eight assemblies have been heated at 750”C;

ary container. Fuel material is LASL-cast and ex-

two for a period of 250 h, four for 500 h, and two

truded (570”C) U-Pu-Zr and the container material is

for 1000 h.

Type 304 stainless steel.

Presses of molybdenum and of stainless

steel were used in each time period to apply dif-

Ouring this irradiation,the environmental

ferent compressive loadings to the sandwiches during

cell is being operated to maintain all fuel slugs in

test. The 250- and SOO-h sandwiches have been ex-

a single-phase region requiring a minimum fuel tem-

amined metallographicallyand the 1000-h sandwiches

perature

of approximately

650”C. fie radial and

are available for examination. At the relatively

axial temperaturegradients calculated for this case

short times of 250 and 500 h, any difference in

do not appear excessive in terms of fuel strength

depth of penetration resulting from differences in

or fuel/clad and sodium/stainlesssteel compatibil-

compressive loading were masked by variations in

ities. It is planned to irradiate this assembly to

initial surface conditions. (This ignores the pos-

1 a/o burnup, average, requiring approximatelythree

sibility that the fuel was creeping under load and

months.

that the two types of presses were applying the same

2.

load over the majority of the test period.)

CompatibilityExperiments

The qualitative behavior in these sandwiches
Experiments conducted to date have been re-

is illustrated in Figs. 467-3 and 467-4. At the

stricted to evaluating the effects of specimen surface conditions and contact pressures on the extent
and rapidity of reaction. The test specimens are
sandwiches of Type 316 stainless steel, fuel, and
vanadium alloy held together in presses of stainless steel or molybdenum. Partial analyses of the
fuel and vanadium alloy are shown in Table 467-I.
Table 467-I
Impurities in Materials for Compatibility Experiments
Species

Concentration*
U-lSPu-12.7Zr V-15Cr-5.lTi

o

180

815

c

190

234

N

--

138

H

--

47
--

Fe

80

Si

3s

--

Cu

200

--

Cr

10

(15.ow/o)

*Concentrationexpressed in ppm unless stated
othezwise.

Stainless Steel

Fue1

Fig. 467-3. Interface between U-lSPu-12.7Zr and
Type 316 stainless steel alloys after 500 h at 750”C.
Et~hed for stainless steel microstructure. PU has
penetrated the stainless steel and a Zr-rich layer
has formed at the fuel surface. 600X.

Specimens of the individual alloys are prepared by
grinding the flat surfaces of cylindrical blanks on
320- and 600-grit paper. The specimens are trans55

0“

With respect to the”matrix, the second phase

was

harder, was enriched in plutonium and depleted in

.
‘“

uranium and zirconium, and contained some vanadium
4

.*

and chromium. lhe amounts of vanadiub and chromium

*

present are estimated as 0“.8and 0.4 w/o maximum,
respectively,decreasing with increasing distance
from the interface. Bo’thvatiadiumand titanium were
detected in the fuel matrix adjacent to the interface. Also present in the fuel, but not visible in
Fig. 467-4, were small amounts of alpha zirconium.
Alpha zirconium also was observed in the as-fabricated fuel.
Although the depth and uniformity of interactions among the three materials have varied from
test to test, the qualitative or microstructural

i
Vanadium Alloy

Fuel

features of the specimens are sifiilar. There is
evidence of plutonium migration from the fuel into
both the stainless steel and the vanadium alloy.

Fig. 467-4. Interfacebetween U-lSPU-12.7ZTand
V-15Cr-5.lTi alloys after 2S0 h at 750”C. Etched
for fuel microstructure. The vanadium alloy has
been attacked by the fuel, and vanadium and chromium have moved to the fuel, resulting in the
mottled appearance of the fuel. 300X.

The appearance of a zirconium-richlayer in the fuel
adjacent to the stainless steel interface raises the
question whether this layer can act as a barrier to
the diffusion of plutonium outward f~?m the fuel.
The fact that oxygen stabilizes alpha zirconium in

stainless steel/fuel interface of a 500-h sandwich

this alloy system3 suggests that
j
the layer may con-

(Fig. 467-3) plutonium had penetrated the stainless

tain oxygen. If this is the case, the source is
.,
of concern.

steel to a depth of approximately1 P, and microprobe analysis indicated that some enrichment of

.

The relatively rapid movement of chromium and

chromium and depletion of nickel had taken place to

vanadium from the vanadium alloy into the fuel, to-

this depth. On the fuel alloy side of the inter-

gether with $he beginning of penetration of the va-

face, a narrow band was visible in which only zir-

nadium alloy by plutonium, uranium, and zirconium,

conium could be detected. The zone was too narrow

suggest that vanadiun alloys of this general com-

to permit hardness measurements.

position probably would not be suitable containers

Figure 467-4 shows the interface between the
fuel and vanadium alloy after 250 h at 750”C.
Microprobe traverses on this region revealed zir-

for U.Pu-Zr at 750”C. This was not unexpected in
view of results obtained ar the Argonne National
4,5
Laboratory.

conium, with smaller amounts of vanadium and chromium, in the irregularly-shapedlayer on the vanadium

alloy

side of the interface. lhe depth of zir-

conium penetration varied from l/2 to 3 V.

v.
1.

l%e dark

areas visible within this zone contained all three
fuel constituents. The fuel adjacent to the vanadium alloy consisted of large amounts of a light-

R. L. Cubitt, G. L. Ragan, D. C. Kirkpatrick,
PlutOIliUm
!!~emal Irradiationof Liquid
Alloy Fuels,!! Report LA-3832, Los Alsmos
Scientific Laboratory,June 1968.

3.

W. N. Beck, R. J. Fousek, J. H. Kittel, “The
IrradiationBehavior of High-Burnup UraniumPlutonium Alloy Prototype Fuel Elements,”
Report AWL-7388, Argonne National Laboratory,
May 1968.

colored, irregularly-shaped“phase” dispersed in a

alloy. At increasing distances from the vanadium
alloY/fuel interface, the amount of the second
phase in the fuel decreased, finally disappearing.
56

status
Report on the Adv~ced plutonium Fuels Program, April 1 to June 30, 1969,
and Third Annual Report, FY 1969,” Report
LA-4284-MS, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory,
Oct. 15, 1969.
“
MQu,qrterly

2.

darker “matrix.” The matrix was similar in composition and appearance to the original U-15Pu-12.7Zr
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S. T. Zegler and C. M. Walter, “Compatibility
Between Metallic U-Pu-Base Fuels and Potential
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Fuels Technology held in Scottsdale, Arizona
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I. MEASUREMENT OF DELAYED GAMMA-RAY YIELDS (B. M.
Moore)

difference is caused by the greater probability of
235
U than 239Pu,
creation with the fission of

The short-liveddelayed gamma spectra from fast
neutron fission of plutonium was experimentally

Table 471-11 shows a comparison of intensity

measured by using a Ge(Li) detector. The half-

ratios for the first four counting intervals. The

lives and energies of the more prominent gamma raya

rstios taken are I(E)/1(975)where 1(E) is the in-

in the spectra were determined for half-lives in

tensity of the peak at energy E and 1(975) is the

< 60 min and for energies in
‘he ‘ange 1 ‘in~t%–
the range 170 keV ——
< E c 1800 keV.

intensity of the peak at 975 keV.

From this data,

it can be seen that there is a measurable difference in the two spectra. Although there are simi-

From the delayed gamma spectra, yields were
determined for the short-lived fission uroducts
89Rb, 90Rb, 94Sr, 94Y, 10IMo, 10ITc, 131Sb, 135~e,
1361 137Xe 138Xe 140C~ and 145Ce
.
s
#
s
9
Some of these yields are shown in Table 471-1.
The errora shown include just experimentalstandard
deviations and do not include errors in fy or ~.
The table also shows the value

of

fy and t% used in

the determinationof the yield. In cases where the
maximum possible value of f could only be estiY
mated from nuclear level schemes and relative intensities, the minimum estimate in yield is given.

lar differences in the low-energypart of the spectra,
the higher-energypart of the spectra was used here.
This is because the higher-energygamma raya are
more useful when observing bulk fuel (i.e., leas
self-absorptioneffects).
From the results obtained, conclusions could be
reached on what fission products would produce the
largest differences
energy.

in the two spectra

This particular

information

at high

is needed

to

help keep fuel inventory in reactors. This will

protect against the unwarranted use of nuclear fuels
that are produced in reactors (safeguards).

These yields are compared with calculated yields
from the literature and with experimentalyields
closer to stability on the isobaric chain. These

The full report of this work is contained in
Ref. 15.

experimentalyields are given the notations th for
thermal and FS for fission spectrum yields. There
were no experimental yields in the literature to
compare directly with those obtained.

11. CODES (B. K. Barnes)
A computer code has been written to present twodimensional gamma scanning data as a density plot,
in which the intensity at some point (xty) is repre-

The delayed gamma spectra from fast fission of
235U
239
Pu wss compared to that obtained from
.
Figure 471-1 shows a comparison of a portion of the
two spectra in the first counting interval. It can

be seen from the figure that the spectra are quite
similar. The major difference is in the peak at
90
832 keV. This peak is from Rb, and the

sented by the density of the plotting dots around
that point; Fig. 471-2 is an example of this form
of presentation. This presentation ia more sensitive than either contour plota or isometric projection views, as details of the data were observed
which had not been seen in either of the other
presentations. Work is under way to make these
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TABLE 471-1
FISSION PRODUCT YIELDS

Fiss ion

Product
139xe

Percent
Cumulative
Yield
(this work)

Half-Life

Gamma Emission
per Decay

Gamma-Ray

‘k
(rein)

-+%—

~4.4 ~ 0.5

5.78 ~0.55

(th), ‘3911a

2.99

305.6

0.91(3)

14.0(3)

5.6 ~0.7

5.86 ~0.44

(th), 10IRu

6.00

356.5

18.0(3)

—~6.4 ~ 0.5
4.2 ~0.3

5.88&0.45

(th), 104Ru

5.59

454.4

—<0.78(4)
0.33(3)

5.6

(FS), 137CS

6.50

526.4

0.80(3)

15.6(3)

602.1

:1.0(1)
>0.68 (5)

174.1

10ITC
104TC
137xe
135~e
140C,
145ce

723.7

9oRb
lo&.
94Y
13LSb
95Y
89Rb
136~

0.69(2)

3.8(2)

138Xe
138C~

o.55a

0.79 * o.07a

1.09(1)
300(5)

21.8 ~ 0.1

4.97

(FS), 140Ba

4.43

~z.1 f 0.1

3.12 ~0.21

(th), 145Nd

3.53

4.30(8)

1.5 fo.lb

2.26

2.09

831.2

o ~1(6,7)

893.8

0:15(3)

14.6(3)

5.3 yo.5

5.86 ~0.44

918.4

o 43(3,9)

20.3(3)

4.4 &o.2

4.45 ~0.35

(FS), 90Sr
10IRU
(th),
94zr
(th),

2.4 ~0.2

3.8 fO.14

(th), 1311

2.20

5.3

(FS), 95Zr
89Sr
(FS),

5.18

(th), 1361
94zr
(th),
138Ba
(th),
138B=
(th),

5.20

943.0

0:48(10)

25.5(10)

953.5

:0.15(’1)

10.7(11)

1031.5

::::;:;)

14.9(12)

1313.0

94~r

Calculated
Cumulative
Yields(13)

Other Experimental
Cumulative Yields(L4)

>4.4

&o.4

1.6 ~0.1

1.38(3)

1.2 ~o.1

1.8
~ 1(13)
.

1.28(8)

2.6 &O.2

4.45 fO.35

1428.0

~.o(3)

1435.8 (CS)

0.73(3)

17.0(3)

3.2 ~0.8

6.28 ~0.54

0.73(3)

32.2(3)

5.0 ~o.9

6.28 ~0.54

1435.8

5.99
4.58

1.60

3.88
4.97
6.07

aIndependent yield
bThere is an Isometric state reported in Ref. 8.
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Fig. 471-1. Comparison of the delayed g-a-ray

spectra from fast fission of

239
Pu and 235U.
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TABLE 471-11
COMPARISON OF RELATIVE GAMMA-WY INTENSITIES
OBTAINED FOR 239Pu AND 235U
Energy (keV)
& Element
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E

density

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

1436, pu
1436, U
1428, h
1428, U
1313, h
1313, U
839, PU
839, U
832, pu
832, U

plots in color,

.

I(E)/1(975) for Count Interval After Fission
0.035-3.37 min
6.84-10.17 min
3.44-6.77 min
10.24-13.58min

1.16 ~0.06
1.29 ~0.06
0.785 ~ 0.043
0.720 ~ 0.051
0.451 &o.044
0.393 ~0.027
0.602 ~ 0.084
1.184 ~ 0.053

snowing

0.404 ~ 0.025
0.429 ~0.024
0.209 ~0.030
0.228 ~ 0.022
0.941 & 0.047
0.806 y 0.039
0.909 ~0.046
1.329 ~0.050

plots for differ-

0.679 ~0.051
0.480~ 0.036

1.48 ~0.13
1.06 ~0.09

1.66 ~o.09
1.61 ~ 0.09
0.998 ~0.066
1.623 ~0.091

2.95 &O.24
2.56 &O.22
1.246 ~ 0.133
1.796 ~ 0.167
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I.

INTRODUCTION

analytical
program as outlinedfnLASL Document CMB-

A major factorinthedevelopmentofa successful

1-870.

B&W and NUMEC have not reported the results

reaotorfuelis a highdegree oftechnical
competencefor

of their work.

doingtherequiredchemicalanalysisand relatedmeasure-

statistical analysis will be made and a LASL Report will

ments necessaryto characterize
thoroughlythe raw ma-

be issued.

terials,
the manufacturedfuel,and theirradiated
fuel.

m.

INVESl?IGATION OF METHODS

gram is the investigation and improvement of analytical

Program.

methods, and development of new methods.

Tbfs projectisdirectedtoward (1)developingan
analytical
them istryand measurements program, there-

1. Determination of F in Sintered (U, PU)02
(T. K. Marshall)

(2)establishing
and conductinga statistically
designed

Measurement of trace concentrations of F

qualitycontrolprogram of chemicalanalysesand other

with a fluoride ion specific electrode following pyrohydro-

measurements thatcan be used to assure centinuingade-

lytic separation from a sintered oxide was shown pre-

quateanalytical
competence ofthefuelproducersduring

viously to be reliable by repeated determinations of 1 to

thefuelfabrication
stage,and (3)doingcorrelatedchem-

10 pg of F added to l-g portions of U308, used as a stand-

icalanalysesand relatedmeasurements on irradiated
fuelas a means of studyingfuelbehaviorduringcore life;

If.

FFTF ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY PROGRAM
Phase I of the LMFBR/FFTF

Fuels Development

Quality Control and Assurance Analytical Chemistry Program was completed and a progress
CMB-1-881,

report, identified as

was issued previously.

Phase II is continuing to progress with AJ, B&W,
GE, LASL, NUMEC, PNL and UNC participating in the
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In preparing to test the method using (U, PU)02

.
samples,

properties of the fuel.

was carried out In

precision (1 u) was 4 relative percent.

and gas retention

particle size, and other

The pyrohydrolysis

Under these conditions the recovery of F was 97% and the

and metallography studies, gas release

studies as related to porosity,

in for (U, PU)02.

an aU-Ni apparatus to obtain optimum recovery of F.

specifically
fnvolvedwillbe burnup studies correlated

studies as related to cladding corrosion,

The following

analyseaof sintered(U,PU)02 were investigated:

by ensuringhighqualityand uniformityofraw materials,

with microprobe

a

An important part of the analytical chemistry pro-

This projectis identified
withthe mixed oxidefueldevelopmentphase oftheLMFBR/FFTF

As soon as all of the data are received,

the equipment was inspected and transferred to

a gloved bex.

Deterioration and splitting of the plastic

sheath of the calibrated fluoride ion electrcde was observed,

and a new electrcde having a different-type

plastic sheath was obtained.

Tbe electrode was cali-

brated in the gloved box, and samples of (U, PU)02 were
prepared for use in testing the method.

2.

O/M Atom Ratios in .Sintered (U, Pu)O
(J. W. Dafdby, T. K. Marshall, G. C? Swanson, and G. R. Waterbury)
One of the probable specifications

fuel is O/M ratio.
metric methods(’)

.

for FFTI?

fn one of the proposed thermogravi for determining the O/M ratio of

mixed oxide fuel, the sample is heated at ’75O°C in air to
form a slightly super stoichiometric

mixed dioxide, and

then reduced in He-6% H2 at 700°C to the stoichiometric
dioxide. The O/M

ratio is calculated from the initiaiand

finalweights of the sample and is based on the assumption
that the final dioxide is exactly stoichiometric.
this assumption,

To test

unsfntered U02, PU02, and a mixture

of U02 and PU02 in a ratio of 3 to 1 were prepared from
very high purity metals (> 99. 9W0 pure) and carried
through the recommended
that the temperature

procedure with the exception

of reduction was varied between ’700

and 10OO°C. Reductionat 700°C prcduced oxideshaving
O/M ratiosbetween 2.010 and 2.019, butat 1000°C the
finaloxideswere reducedto stoichiometric
dioxides.
An investigation
was begun todetermineoptimum

temperature was 10OO°C in each case, there was no significant difference in the O/M ratios obtained by each
method for repeated analyses of two lots of sintered substoichiometric (U o ~5Puo 25)02 pellets.

Crushing the
.
.
sintered mixed oxide pellets into pieces no larger than
0.06 in. diam, and increasing the reaction period at
10OO°Cfrom 6 to 12 h, did not change the O/M ratio obtained for the sintered oxides.

To determine if this ap-

parent anomaly was a result of incomplete oxidation of
the substoichiometric

oxide by the Ar-8% H2 containing

4 mm partial pressure of H20, four samples each of high
purity U and Pu metal were heated individually in the gas
mixture at 10OO°C. The averages of the O/M ratios were
2.008 for the U02 and 2.000 for the PU02 produced.
These results indicate that the gas mixture does oxidize
unsintered substoichiometric

dioxides.

Planned inve sti -

gations include determining the effects on the method of
higher reaction temperatures,

shorter reaction periods,

and various gas flow rates.
3.

operatingconditions
for analyzingsinteredmixed

Gas Evolution from Sintered (U, PU)02
(D. E. Vance and M. E. Smith)
A property of mixed oxides important to their

oxidepelletsby a modifiedmethod inwhich thereduction

use as fuels is the quantity of gas evolved, including water

temperaturewas 1000° to 1015°C. Analysesofwhole and

vapor, at reactor operating temperatures.

crushed(< O.06-in.diam pieces)sinteredpelletsfrom

was constructed for measuring the water vapor evolved

the same lotshowed thatcrushingthe sample didnot af-

from a sintered mixed-oxide pellet as it was heated in a

fecttheresults. Increasingthelengthofthereduction

fused-silica

periodfrom 9 to 18 h likewisehad no effect.Shorterre-

by an Ar gas flow to a moisture monitor, and the monitor

ductionsand variousflowratesfor thereducinggas are

signal was integrated electronically

beingtried.

tive measure of the H20.

Inanotherproposedthermogravimetric

tube to 800°C.

An apparatus

The evolved H20 was swept

to obtain a quantita-

Calibration of the apparatus

consisted of injection measured volumes of air having a

method(2)the sample isreactedat 800°C withAr-~o H2

known moisture content into the furnace tube and corre-

containing
4 mm

lating each quantity of H20 with the integrated signal.

partialpressureofH20 toform the

the
stoichiometric
dioxide. Under theseconditions,
finaloxidesproducedfrom theunsinteredU02, PU02, or

The moisture content of the air was measured with a calibrated humidity indicator.

The apparatus was used suc-

U02-PU02 mixture prepared from the pure metals, were

cessfully in measuring H2O at low ppm concentrations in

superstoichiometric,

several sintered mixed oxide pellets.

and 2.019.

having O/M ratios between 2.016

When the reaction temperature was increased

Frequent calibrations of the apparatus to de-

to 10OO°C, the average O/M ratio for the mixed oxide

tect malfunctions or a decrease in sensitivi~

(3 U02 to 1 PU02) was reduced to 2.008.

the sensor cell of the moisture monitor had a useful life

Although this

showed that

result indicated that this method should give higher re-

of only 3 to 4 wk.

sults than the method described above when the reaction

and a positive pressure was maintained in the sensor cell

A new moisture monitor was instafled
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to extend the cell life.

The success of these changes will

concentrated H3P04 coqtiining.3 drops of 48% HF.

be evaluated by continued calibration checks.

Two sets of samples were dissolved in

Another apparatus was constructed for meaaur-

H3P04-HF and one “set in H3P04:

Devarda’s alloy was

ing independently the gases other than H20 vapor evolved

added to each solution, NaOH was added to make the eo-

from a stntered mixed oxide pellet heated inductively in

lutton strongly alkaline, and the N2 was distilled as NH3

a W crucible to 1600°C.

into a boric acid trap.

The gases were pumped from

the fiwnace through an anhydroua Mg (C104)2 trap to re-

with Nessler’s

move H20 and then collected using a Toeppler pump.

photometrically

The

total volume of the gases under standard conditions was
calculated from the measured volume, temperature,
pressure.

and

The origtnal apparatus was improved by sev-

A colored N2 complex was formed

reagent in the distillate,

measured spectro-

at 410 mu, and the concentration of N2

determined from a calibration curve.

The results (Table

501 -1)showed that H3P04 or H3P04-HF was a satisfactory solvent.

The recovery of N2 was 85 to 9O%, and

eral modifications including the substitution of water

the standard deviation (1 u) was no greater than 10 ppm.

cooling for the liquid N2 coolant in the diffusion pumps to

The HF, while not necessary for complete dissolution of

prevent trapping of some of the easily-condensed
evolved from the sample.
formed satisfactorily

gases

The modified apparatus par-

the sample, reduced the digestion time and apparently
was not deleterious.

in measuring smafl quantities (O. 02

Table 501 -I

to 0.06 cc/g) of gases evolved from several sintered
mixed oxide pellets.

Determination of N2 in (U, PU)02

An investigation was started to de-

termine on a mass spectrometer the main components of

Number of
Determinations

the evolved gas.
4.

Measurement of N2 in (U, PU)02
(G. C. Swanson, N. L. Koskt, T. K. Mars~
and G. R. Waterbury)

Solvent

N Present,
PDm

N Found,
mm

4

H3P04
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47 * 4a

6

H3P04-HF

49

45 * loa

4

H3P04-HF

47

39 % 3a

Some type of Kjeldafd method generally is used
aStandard deviation (1 a)

in analyzing mixed oxides for N2, one of the impurity
elements in FFTF fuels for which a specification
consideration.

The most tedious part of the analysis is

the dissolution of the sintered mbced oxide.

Dissolution by the sealed tube method is pre-

is under

This can be

ferred because it is faster,

and the results for N2 in the

HC1 solutions are more precise.

Previous results show

done in about 2 h in 12~ HCI at 3000 to 4000 lb/sq in.
(3)
pressure and 300°C by a sealed tube method.
As facil-

that the standard deviation (1 u) is 1 to 2 ppm in measur-

ities for this dissolution methcd are not available in many

in a sealed tube.

laboratories

ing 35 ppm of added N2 following dissolution in 12~ HC1

A LECO Nitrox-6 analyzer also is being in-

dissolutions at lower temperatures were

tried by refluxing the sample in various solvents,
ing H2SiF6-CuSe04,
H2S04-H3P04,

includ-

HC1-HN03-HF , HN03-HF , H2S04,

H3P04-HF,

and H3P04.

The samples

vestigated for measuring N2 in (U, PU)02.

One advantage

of this instrument is that dissolution of the sample is not
required.

The solid sample is heated inductively in a C

were finely ground sintered (U, PU)02 to which trace a-

crucible to a temperature between 1900 and 2100°C to free

mounts of NsF, NaCl, C, and UN had been added.

the N2 which is measured in a simple gas chromatographic

The

various acid mixtures containing HN03 or H2S04 did not

system.

dissolve the sample completely.

to form CO which also can be measured in the gas chrom -

The results for N2 fol-

lowing dissolution in H2SiF6-CuSe04 lacked the desired
precision.

COmplete dissolution of 1 g of (U, PU)02 was

accomplished

in 4 to 6 h by refluxing in 5 ml of concen-

trated H3P04, or in 2 h by refluxing in 5 ml of
64

Oxygen in the sample reacts with tilt? C crucible

atographic system.

Following successful tests in meas-

uring N added to U308 samples,

the analyzer was moved

to a gloved kex assemblage for tests with (U, PU)02
samples.

Initial results showed that the lower limit of

.

reliable
measurement ofN2 inoxidesamples was 120 ppm

6.

becauseof interference
from thelargequantityof CO
generated from the 02 in the sample.

To remove

the CO,

Papers Presented
“The Determination of Oxygen to Metal Atom

Ratios in Sintered Oxide s,” by J. W. Dahlby, G. R.

a heated tube containing CUOto oxidize the CO and an As-

Waterbury,

carite trap for C02 was connected into the analyzer

cal Chemistry in Nuclear Technology,

system immediately before the gas chromatographic

October 2, 1969, Gatlinburg, Tennessee.

column.

Optimum operating conditions for the modified

analyzer in the gloved box are being determined before
calibration is started.
5.

Determinationof Burn-up
(R. G. Hurley, E. A. Hakkila,and
J. W. Dafdby)
Measuring theconcentrations
offissionprcduct

and C. 1?. Metz, 13th Conference on Analyti–
September 30 to

Iv.
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Nd by x-ray fluorescenceofferspromise as a method of
determiningburn-up. A proposed method was testedpreviously by analyzing solutions prepared from normal U,
Ru, Rh, Mo, Zr, Nb, and Nd at relative concentrations
found in a U fuel having undergone 1WO burn-up. The Nd,
with Y carrier

and Tb internal standard, was separated

by fluoride precipitation and purified further by adsorption from HC1-butanol onto cation exchange resin filter
paper.

The intensities of the L61 x-ray for Nd and the

Lo!lx-ray for Tb on the paper were compared to x-ray
intensities
measured from discshavingknown concentration of each rare earth.

The relative standard deviation

(1 u) was O.7% in measuring 20 to 50 pg of Nd in 200 mg
of U and increased to 5~0 and 16’%o,respectively, in
measuring

5 and 1 pg of Nd.

Expected quantities of other

rare earth elements and stainless steel did not interfere.
An equation was derived for calculating percentburn-up from the total Nd found. It was asaumed
238
U was negligible compared to fission of
that fission of
235
U, and a correction was included for the amount of Nd
144
Ce. A sample of irradiated U
formed by decay of
fissium was dissolved and the Nd separated by fluoride
precipitation as described above.

The radioactivity of

the rare earth fluorides was at a low level that permitted
removal of the precipitate from the hot cell for the cation
exchange resin purification and x-ray fluorescence
measurements.

Data from this initial determination are

beingprocessed.
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